
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
ABSTRACT 

 Carrier transfer dynamics between atomic layers in Van Der-Waals 
heterostructures probed by ultrafast spectroscopies 

By 

Xiewen Wen 

In the past decade, inspired by the discovery of graphene, two dimensional (2D) materials which only consist of a single layer of atoms have attracted attention of scientists. A series of 2D materials including semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides, black Phosphors, Silicene, insulating h-BN, and a number of metallic and semi-metallic materials have been synthesized and studied. Many novel physical phenomena and unique applications have been explored. Based on the rich 2D materials library, in recent years, a new sort of materials – Van der Waals (vdW) heterostructure has been created and investigated, unlike conventional semiconductor heterostructures, vdW Heterostructures do not require lattice matching and complicated growth, and they rely on vdW forces between 2D materials so they can be fabricated via artificial stacking, however they can exhibit great deal of phenomena and applications which conventional heterostructures can or cannot realize. Now people tend to believe band structures of individual layers experienced none to slight change in the vdW Heterostructures, so the charge transfers between layers become the crucial factors determining the properties of the vdW Heterostructures. Microscopies, electronics and spectroscopies are main means of studying interlayer interactions, in this thesis, we creatively utilized 



  microscopic optical pump, mid-IR probe ultrafast spectroscopies to reveal the charge transfer dynamics of several vdW Heterostructure systems with different band alignments, include MoS2/WS2, MoS2/MoSe2 and MoSe2/Graphene, we observed the charge transfer dynamics and the formation and extinction of interlayer excitons in vdW Heterostructures, a series of novel physical phenomena have been discovered experimentally. And by studying plasmonics-2D material and vdW Heterostructures systems, hot electron injection pathways were clearly revealed for the first time. The work in this thesis not only clarify some controversial opinions of the newly emerging vdW Heterostructures fields but also provide significant experimental evidence for future research. 
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Chapter 1 

Review of 2D materials, VdW 
heterostructures and key experimental 

techniques 

1.1. Overview of two-dimensional (2D) materials 

1.1.1. 2D materials building blocks 

2D materials, atomically layered materials, are initiating a revolution of materials science – for their unique and novel physical properties in mechanical, thermal, acoustical, optical and electronic aspects1-5. 2D materials, different from one dimensional materials, e.g. nanotubes, or bulk materials, e.g. crystals, have one single-atom layer extending in the transverse directions. The most famous member of 2D materials – graphene has attracted intensive research interest in the past ten years1-3, 6-8. Initiated by the graphene research, in the last five years, studies on other 2D materials4, 5, 9, 10, e.g. hexagonal boron nitride, molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) 
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and other transition metal dichalcogenides like MoSe2, WS2, WSe2 and layered oxides, that have various band gaps have begun to grow. In particular, the 2D metal dichalcogenides which exhibit excellent electronic and optoelectronic properties are the focus spot. The group 6 dichalcogenide bulk crystals are semi-conductors which have indirect band gaps. However, when thinned to a single atomic layer, they become direct gap semiconductors so that they are able to absorb and emit photons more efficiently via the fundamental gap. The high efficiency allows the visible photoluminescence and electroluminescence from a single atomic layer to be observed by bare eyes11, 12. Above the fundamental band gap, a heavy effective mass of d electrons and van Hove singularity peaks in the electronic density of states occurs, proven by the strong interband transition peaks appear in absorption13. As a result, they exhibit relatively strong light-matter interactions14, 15. 2D metal dichalcogenides have many unique properties. Many quasi-particles such as excitons, trions, and charged excitions are strongly bonded in them due to geometrical confinement and weak dielectric screening16, 17, resulting in room-temperature photoluminescence and electroluminescence. Circular-polarized light can control the transition over valley because of lacking of inversion symmetry18, 19. The mechanical strain force can induce band structure change20, 21. 
The quantum confinement effects in a single 2D material are already very fascinating. Staking two different 2D materials together through van-der-Waals-like forces results in even more surprising properties that neither component individually own. Very recently, research shows that a 2D hetero-structure of graphene on hexagonal boron nitrite increases its mobility by an order of 
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magnitude22. A hetero-structure of graphene/WS2 can function as a photovoltaic device15, 23. To understand the novel optoelectronic properties of 2D hetero-structures, some theoretical schemes have been proposed24-27. The essential origin of the novel properties of 2D hetero-structures is the van-der-Waals interaction on the interface between two 2D sheets. On the interface, electrons and energy exchange and modify individual component of the hetero-structure, resulting in distinct optoelectronic functions and properties. Because the distance between two atomic sheets is only a few angstroms, the electron and energy transfers from one layer to the other occur at ultrafast time scales (10-15 ~10-14 second). Owing to their intrinsic properties, these transfer processes occur at different energy levels.  
In the next section, the physical properties of graphene and Transition Metal Dichalcogenide (TMD) will be elaborate.  
 

1.1.2. Van der-Waals heterostructures 

All those 2D materials made possible of fabricating vdW heterostructures27 by stacking one over another. Since the interlayer vdW coupling is weak, no lattice-matching is required, different combination can be made to realize fascinating effects, e.g. graphene on h-BN as a substrate exhibit high mobility22, and high on/off ratios are demonstrated in vertical tunneling transistors by graphene-WS228, as well as many other fascinating photo electronic applications by graphene-MX2 vdW heterostructures 15, 23, 29-33. Semiconductor/semiconductor heterostructures are the 
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cornerstone of last century’s IT technologies, from transistor to computer, in concept, TMD/TMD heterostructures are closer to traditional semiconductor heterostructures, so study on such structures become a meaningful topic, which may make possible to next revolution of semiconductor industry. Some early exploration has been made, e.g. an atomically thin p-n junction was formed by MoS2/WSe2 vdW heterostructure34, photoluminance quenching was observed35 in MoS2/WSe2 vdW heterostructures, the photovoltaic effects of which are studied36, and the field-effect transistors are built from MoS2/WSe2 vdW heterostructures37 exhibit high on/off ratio. The PL quenching reflect the fact that charge transfer occurs between the vdW hetero junctions, to better design device no matter pure electrical or photoelectronic, physical properties, especially ultrafast dynamics in between these sub atomic scale junctions are important to be revealed. Wang et al. has demonstrated the first visible pump/visible probe experiments on MoS2/WS2 heterostructures38 and showed that hole transfer occur within 50 fs after excitation, and similar experiments on MoS2/MoSe2 has been done39 to reveal the ultrafast charge separation. However, in these vis/vis studies, the probing frequency limited their observation in the visible wavelength, i.e. the excitonic band, which means that the measured charge transfer dynamics are indirect. And one controversial topic is that whether the charge transfer occur directly within upper sub electronic bands or via exciton, in a recent theoretical study40, considering a model which charge transfer from excitons of one TMD to the interlayer excitons, they found that the photon momentum do not conserve without external compensation, two possible consumption was proposed however not experimentally verified. The external 
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momentum may also be from like phonon if charge transfer between excitons, however experiments with different ultrafast spectroscopy such as visible/visible pump-probe and time-and-angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 38, 39, 41 shows that charge transfer occur within 50 fs, much faster than the process involving phonon. Ultrafast laser spectroscopy experiments that has been done to probe such charge transfer processes38, 39 apply visible excitation and detection, of which photon energy is in the excitonic region, the excitonic effect can indirectly probe the charge transfer effects however it may mask out them, here we use visible laser pulse to pump electron to conduction band and probe the free carrier characteristics by mid-IR laser pulse which is well below excitonic binding energy and sensitive to total population of photoexcited electrons and holes (free carriers). 
1.2. Ultrafast spectroscopy 

The optical setup of ultrafast visible/infrared microspectroscopy is shown in Fig 1.1. In the Illustration, NOPA is home-built nonlinear optical parametric amplifier; 

MDC, microscope digital camera; MO, reflective microscope objective (15X/0.28NA, Edmund Optics Inc.); FM, flip mirror. The ultra-broadband super-continuum mid-IR pulse is generated by focusing the 800 nm fundament light and 400 nm second harmonic on air42, 43, with a pulse duration around 110 fs in the frequency range from <20 to >3500 cm-1 at 1 kHz. In brief, the 800 nm beam from the fs amplifier is frequency-doubled by passing through a Type-I BBO crystal (150 μm thick, cut at 29.2°) to generate a 400 nm pulse. The wave plate is used to alter relative polarizations of the 800 and 400 nm pulses, and the BBO delay plate (2 mm thick, 
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cut at 55°) is inserted to compensate the temporal walkoff between 800 nm and 400 nm beams. The flip mirror is used to direct the reflected light from the sample into a 300-megapixel microscope digital camera, which allows us to selectively detect different areas of the sample  

 
Figure 1.1 –  Laser setup. (a) Visible pump, mid-IR probe setup illustration. 

(b)Measurement of pump beam size, (c) Microscope image with pump beam 
and sample  

As shown in Fig. 1.1(b), we first use a standard 50um pinhole and a 100 µm pinhole (not shown) placed in the sample area to measure the FWHM of the probe beam, intensity measurements shows that the typical FWHM of the excitation beam 
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is 40µm, which is less or equal to the typical TMD monolayer single crystal, making the measuring area consistent to the sample size.  
However, the visible pump beam is chosen to be much larger than the probe beam, the reason for that is to maintain an average light field in the whole probe area. 
The probe beam which is mid-IR cannot be seen by the CMOS camera, but we can see the pump beam in the camera. We take MoS2/WS2 heterostructure as an example, Fig.1.1(c) shows that the pump beam can be totally placed within the MoS2/WS2 region to measure the dynamics of the vdW heterostructure, and if we place the pump beam in the MoS2 region, we can measure the dynamics from pure MoS2. 

1.3. Data analysis  

 
1.3.1. Multi-exponential fitting of waiting time dependent excitation-

induced absorption signals 

  All waiting time dependent excitation-induced absorption signals in this work can be well fitted by an multi-exponential function convoluted with instrument response function (IRF):  
1 1 2 2 3 3( ) [ exp( / ) exp( / ) exp( / )] ( )OD t A t A t A t i tτ τ τ−Δ = − − + − + − ⊗  
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Equation 1.1  

where ⊗  represents the convolution, ( )OD t−Δ  is the intensity of excitation-induced absorption change at waiting time t (the time delay between the pump light and probe light), 1τ - 3τ  are time constansts, and coefficients A1 and Ai (i = 2, 3) are confined to be negtive and positve representing the rise and decay of the signal, respectively. i(t) is a Gaussian function of IRF: 
2

0
2 ln 2( ) exp{ ln 2 [2( ) / ] }i t t t

π
= − ⋅ − Δ

Δ  
Equation 1.2  

where t0 represents the zero point, and Δ  is full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the IRF, which is about 50 - 150 fs in current work. 
 

1.4. Organization of this thesis 

In this thesis,  several vdW heterostructures built by 2D materials were studied with the above mentioned  ultrafast micro-spectroscopic  methods,  combining with characterizations via methods such as Raman and Photoluminescence, they are systems with different band alignments, include MoS2/WS2, MoS2/MoSe2 and MoSe2/Graphene, interlayer exciton dynamics are 
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probed, and in the last part of experimental contents, plasmonic hot-electron transfer pathways in metal nanoparticles/ TMD heterostructures are studied.
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Chapter 2 

Ultrafast formation of hot interlayer-
exciton in MoS2/WS2 vdW 

heterostructures 

2.1. Background 

2.1.1. Overview 

Two-dimensional (2D) materials including graphene, hexagonal boron nitride, 

layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) as well as black phosphorus, have 

demonstrated a wide variety of unique optical, electrical, thermal and mechanical 

properties3, 5, 9, 44-48. Atomically thin optoelectronic devices produced by stacking layers 

of 2D materials15, 27, 49 to form Van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures have demonstrated 

fascinating effects including high mobilities, high carrier inhomogeneities22 and high 

on/off ratios in vertical tunneling transistors23, 28-30, 32, 50.  
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Heterostructures composed of TMDC monolayers are of particular interest for 

fabricating novel light-harvesting and photoelectron devices15, 29, 51. Monolayer TMDCs 

are known as the direct band gap semiconductors with remarkably strong light-matter 

interactions47, 48, 52-55. Direct detections of photocurrent as well as ultrafast charge transfer 

in these heterostructures have been reported56-58. With different energies of the excitation 

light, excitons, weakly bound electron/holes as well as free carriers can be generated and 

move across the interface. An intriguing question here is how an intralayer electron-hole 

pair can undergo an efficient cross-layer charge separation and contribute to the 

photocurrent, despite the momentum mismatch between the layers as well as the tight-

binding nature of excitons in the 2D geometry: The relative lattice orientation of the two 

TMDC monolayers is rarely aligned in real or momentum spaces. Thus, electron transfer 

across the heterojunction is expected to be accompanied by a large momentum change, 

and therefore significantly retarded. Further, due to the poor screening of Coulomb 

potential in the 2D geometry, the binding energy of intralayer/interlayer excitons are 1-2 

orders of magnitude higher than that of a typical Mott-Wannier exciton. These tightly 

bound electron-hole pairs need to overcome a high Coulomb barrier to dissociate and 

contribute to the photocurrent. 

2.1.2. Fundamentals 

To unravel this fundamentally important puzzle, the first ultrafast visible/infrared 

micro-spectroscopy study on the cross-layer charge transport dynamics in WS2/MoS2 

heterostructure was herein carried out in this thesis. Different from the visible detection 

light used in previous works39, 51, the energy of mid-IR detection pulse is well below the 
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excitonic bands as well as the exciton binding energies in TMDC monolayers40, 59, 60. The 

transient absorption signals are therefore not affected by the tightly bound excitons, but 

sensitive to the photo-excited free carriers as well as the weakly bound electron/hole pairs 

(both absorb low energy photons to generate intraband transitions61) instead. Using this 

technique, we detected the unambiguous evidence of weakly bound intermediate states 

during the transition from an intralayer exciton to an interlayer (see Figure 3.5A). After 

their ultrafast formation (<50fs), these intermediates spend ~800 fs to dissipate the excess 

energy and reorganize into tightly bound interlayer excitons.  

The excess energy allows the intermediate state to sample a broader range of 

momentum space than that determined by the conduction band minimum (CBM) and 

valence band maximum (VBM) of the stacked heterojunction. Momentum conservation 

is therefore overcome. The excess energy also leads to the lower binding energies and 

larger electron-hole distances of the intermediates than those of the interlayer excitons. 

As the result, the intermediates may easily dissociate and contribute to the photocurrent 

in the presence of the internal/external potentials, before reorganizing into the interlayer 

excitons.  
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Figure 2.1– Illustration of light-induced charge separation and the formation 

of interlayer exciton in a WS2/MoS2 heterostructure. (A) After optical 
excitation of the MoS2 A-exciton: (1) electron/hole pairs are generated in MoS2 
single layer, and then (2) holes transfer to WS2 to form the intermediate states 
– interlayer hot excitons, and (3) the hot excitons finally relax to generate the 
tightly bound interlayer excitons. (B)After optical excitation of free carriers in 
MoS2: (1) electron/hole pairs are generated in MoS2 single layer, and then (2) 
holes transfer rapidly to WS2, and (3) the electron/hole pairs form the tightly 

bound interlayer excitons. In the meanwhile, the photo-induced electron/hole 
pairs in MoS2 single layer can also (2’) form the tightly bound intralayer 

excitons with a relatively slow rate. 

Our study also revealed that the free carriers created in the heterostructure can move 

across the interface with a much higher rate than that of them recombining into the 

intralayer excitons, which further add to the generation of photocurrent (see Figure 2.1B). 
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2.1.3. Sample preparation 

2.1.3.1. MoS2/WS2 Heterostructures growth 

Our heterostructure growth follows a two-step process: the WS2 domains were 

firstly grown on SiO2 substrates followed by second growth of MoS2 on the top of WS2. 

SiO2 substrate was pre-cleaned with acetone and isopropanol, followed by treated in 

piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2~3:1) for 2 hours. The triangular WS2 domains were firstly 

grown on SiO2 (300 nm)/p++Si substrates. Growth process was done in three-zone CVD 

system with 1-inch quartz tube using WO3 (Alfa Aesar 99.999%), MoO3 (Alfa Aesar 

99.999%) and S (Alfa Aesar 99.9%) powders as the precursor. For MoS2 growth, typical 

temperatures for three zones are 115℃, 560℃, 800℃, respectively. All of three 

temperature zones were heated to preset values at a rate of 25℃/min. Sulfur and MoO3 

powders were separately loaded in two 10mm-radius mini- quartz tubes, which enable a 

stable evaporation of S and MoO3 sources by preventing any cross-contaminations during 

the growth. All temperature zones were kept stable for 20 minutes before growth. The 

precursor powders were pre-placed right outside of the furnace and rapidly loaded from 

outside into each zone to start the growth. During the growth process, Argon was used as 

carrying gas at a flow rate of 130 sccm, and the vacuum pressure was kept at 0.7 Torr. 

2.1.3.2. Heterostructures transfer 

The as-grown MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructures are transferred onto CaF2 substrate 

for transmission mode laser experiments. The process is: at first, a thin layer of PMMA 

(PMMA-B4 4%wt) is spin-coated onto the sample on SiO2 substrate twice at the speed of 

4000 rpm, then the sample is carefully place in the Buffer HF (1:5) and let it float. After 

20 hours, the PMMA sheets is separated from the SiO2 substrate and fished with glass 

plate, move to Di-water for rinsing a few times, then pre-cleaned CaF2 windows are used 

to fish the PMMA sheets. The CaF2 windows with PMMA and samples stay in room 
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temperature and vacuum for 24 hours, finally acetone is used to remove the PMMA, the 

MoS2/WS2vdW heterostructures stayed on the CaF2 substrate and confirm by optical 

microscope. 

2.2. PL and Raman and AFM characterization 

2.2.1. Optical image of MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructures 

1.  

 
Figure 2.2–  Optical image of WS2/MoS2 vdW heterostructures. Bright triangle 
areas correspond to WS2 single crystals covered with the MoS2 monolayer in 

the entire image. 

One optical image of the atomically-thin MoS2/WS2 heterostructures is displayed in fig. 2.2. The bright triangles are the monolayer WS2 single crystals 
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underneath a monolayer of MoS2 which covers the entire image. The samples were epitaxially grown via a two-step CVD method62. The well-defined WS2 triangular domains with ~100 µm lateral size were firstly grown on SiO2/Si followed by a second-time growth of overlaid MoS2 layers. The top MoS2 layers only have 0° and 60° relative orientations to the bottom WS2 layer corresponding to a AA and AB stacking, respectively. By controlling growth conditions, the top MoS2 domains coalesced into a continuous monolayer film as illustrated in fig. 2.2. Then, the as-grown WS2 single crystals and MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructures were transferred onto CaF2 substrates for spectroscopic investigations. Raman spectroscopy and AFM measurements confirm that each component of the hybrid is a monolayer. 

2.2.2. Raman spectroscopy of MoS2, WS2 and MoS2/WS2 vdW 

heterostructures 
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Figure 2.3 - Raman spectra of standalone MoS2 and WS2 monolayers and 

WS2/MoS2 vdW heterostructures 

Comparing Raman spectra of WS2/MoS2 vdW heterostructures with corresponding standalone MoS2 and WS2 monolayers as shown in Fig. 2.3. The MoS2 monolayer has Raman peaks at 407cm-1 (E mode) and 385cm-1 (A1 mode), and the WS2 monolayer has peaks at 352cm-1 (E mode) and 418cm-1 (A1 mode). All of these peaks match the intrinsic Raman modes of MoS2 and WS263, 64. The Raman spectrum of MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructures (red line) appears to contain all four peaks of Raman modes from two standalone monolayers, indicating the successful fabrication of MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructures. 
2.2.3. Photoluminescence spectroscopy of MoS2, WS2 and MoS2/WS2 vdW 

heterostructures 
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Figure 2.4 - Photoluminescence of standalone MoS2 and WS2 monolayers and 

WS2/MoS2 vdW heterostructures 

As on Fig. 2.4, the strong photoluminescence at 1.96 eV of the WS2 monolayer and 

at 1.86 eV of the MoS2 monolayer arise from their A-exciton resonances. 

Photoluminescence in the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure are quenched, compared to those in 

the standalone samples, indicating interlayer charge transfers in the heterostructure. Figure 2.5 and 2.6 shows the Raman, PL and AFM characterization of the as grown MoS2, WS2 and MoS2/WS2 vdW heterobilayers. Fig 2.5 exhibit a good quality single layer WS2, AFM in Fig 2.6 shows that in the MoS2/WS2 vdW heterobilayers, both MoS2 and WS2 are good quality monolayers. 
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Figure 2.5 -  Characterization of triangular monolayer WS2 domain on SiO2/Si. 

(a) Optical image of monolayer WS2 grown on SiO2/Si. (b) AFM image of as-
grown WS2 on SiO2/Si substrate from white dashed square in figure 1a. (c)-(d) 

Typical Raman and PL spectra for monolayer WS2. 

 
Figure 2.6 (a) Optical image of WS2/MoS2 heterostructures. (b)-(c) AFM images 

of as-grown WS2/MoS2 and monolayer MoS2 on SiO2/Si substrate from white 
dashed square in figure 3a. (d)-(e) Typical Raman and PL Spectra for as-grown 

MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. Both AA and AB stacking were used in the 
measurements. However, we cannot distinguish them under our experimental 

condition. About 4-5 flakes were measured, and all of them gave the similar 
results. 
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2.3. Time-and-spatial resolved visible pump/ mid-infrared 

probe spectroscopy 

2.3.1. Band alignment of the vdW heterostructure 

MoS2/WS2 heterostructure forms a type II heterojunction with the highest VBM and the lowest CBM residing in WS2 and MoS2 layers, respectively. This band structure is known to facilitate the cross-layer charge transfer and the generation of a tightly bound interlayer exciton with the electron (e−) in MoS2 and the hole (h+) in WS2.51, 57 The efficient charge transfer in the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure has been reported previously51, and is also confirmed by the photoluminescence (PL) measurements in chapter 2.2.2. 

 
Figure 2.7 Illustration of the band alignment of a MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. 
C: CBM; V: VBM. Optical excitation of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure leads to 

tightly bound interlayer excitons, with electrons (e−) in MoS2 layer and holes 
(h+) in WS2 layer. 
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The band alignment of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure is illustrated in fig.2.7. The 

MoS2/WS2 heterostructure forms a type II heterojunction with the highest valence band 

maximum (VBM) and the lowest conduction band minimum (CBM) residing in WS2 and 

MoS2 layers, respectively. The offset between two CBMs (VBMs) is 0.27 (0.35) eV38, 57. 

The optical excitation of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure can lead to a tightly bound 

interlayer exciton with the electron (e−) in MoS2 and the hole (h+) in WS2.38, 57 The 

efficient charge transfer in the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure is confirmed by the 

photoluminescence (PL) measurements. Fig.2.4 displays the PL spectra of individual 

monolayer WS2, MoS2 and as-grown MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. The sharp peak at 1.96 

eV of WS2 (blue) and that at 1.86 eV of MoS2 (red) arise from their A-exciton resonances. 

In the MoS2/WS2 heterojunction, the peak of MoS2 slightly red shifts, and that of WS2 

slightly blue shifts, compared to the corresponding peaks of individual monolayers. The 

energy shifts are caused by the weak interlayer coupling (More details are provided in the 

supplementary materials). The PL intensity of WS2 in the heterostructure is significantly 

reduced by more than 95% compared to that of the monolayer, indicating a very effective 

charge transfer in the heterojunction since a pair of spatially separated electron and hole 

in two TMDC layers cannot emit efficiently38, 39. 
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2.3.2.  Vis/mid-IR pump/probe studies 

2.3.2.1. A weakly-bound intermediate state exists during the transition 

from intralayer to interlayer exciton. 

 

Figure 2.8 (a) Normalized plots transient signal detected at 0.25 eV (2000 cm-

1). Dots are data, and curves are multi-exponential fitting with the 
consideration of IRF. (b) The signal of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure and the 

signal sum of the two individual MoS2 and WS2 monolayers. The initial 
intensity of the heterostructure is nearly 100% larger than the signal sum of 

the two monolayers. All measurements were made at room temperature with 
incident pump fluence ~80 μJ/cm2. The photo- excited carrier densities is ∼1012-1013 carriers/cm2. 

The real-time charge transfer dynamics across the heterojunction were directly monitored with the ultrafast visible/IR microspectroscopy (see Figure 2.8 and 2.9). In these experiments, a femtosecond energy-tunable visible pulse excites electrons in the sample from the valence band to the conduction band. The evolution of the photo-excited charge carriers is then monitored by recording the absorption change in the mid-IR region with a femtosecond ultra-broadband mid-IR pulse. Three sets of experiments were carried out herein, with the energies of the 
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visible excitation pulses centered at the A-exciton energy of MoS2 (1.85 eV), at the A-exciton energy of WS2 (1.95 eV) and at the free carrier energy (3.1 eV), respectively. Different carriers and charge transport processes were generated in the heterostructure and monitored by the IR detection pulses. In the following we first discuss the detection of the cross-layer exciton transfer dynamics (with the excitation energies of 1.85 eV and 1.95 eV). 

 
Figure 2.9 - (A) Temporal evolutions of the 630 nm (1.95 eV, fluence 80 

μJ/cm2) excitation-induced absorption changes detected at 2000 cm-1(0.25 
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eV) of MoS2, WS2, and the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. Dots are data, and curves 

are multi-exponential fitting with the consideration of IRF. (B) Normalized 
plots of (A). (C) The signal of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure and the simple 
signal sum of the two individual MoS2 and WS2 monolayers. (D) Temporal 
evolutions of the 400 nm (3.10 eV, fluence 10 μJ/cm2) excitation-induced 
absorption changes detected at 2000 cm-1 (0.25 eV) of MoS2, WS2, and the 

MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. Dots are data, and curves are multi-exponential 
fitting with the consideration of IRF. (E) Normalized plots of (D). (F) The signal 

of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure and the simple signal sum of the two 
individual MoS2 and WS2 monolayers. (G) Temporal evolutions of the 400nm 
excitation-induced absorption change at frequencies ranging from 1390 cm-1 

(0.17 eV) to 2910 cm-1 (0.36 eV) for the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. The 
horizontal dashed line represents the time delay at which the signals decay to 

20% of initial intensities. (H) Temporal evolutions of the 400 nm (3.10 eV) 
excitation-induced absorption changes detected at 2910 cm-1 (0.36 eV, red) 
and 800nm (1.55 eV, blue) of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. Dots are data, 

and curves are multi-exponential fitting with the consideration of IRF. 1.55 eV 
is larger than the binding energy of interlayer exciton and the slow signal 

decay indicates the long excitonic lifetime 

 The pulse centered at 1.85 eV created both the tightly-bound excitons and weakly-bound electron/hole pairs in the samples (the electrons/holes created don't have energies high enough to become free carriers). Absorption spectrum of MoS2 monolayers65 reveals that roughly half of the absorbed photons are converted to the energy of the intralayer excitons directly, with the rest going to the weakly-bound electron/hole pairs. The detection energy of ~0.25 eV is well below the excitonic binding energy (~0.7 eV). Therefore, the excitons can hardly absorb the detection IR photons, and the signal is predominantly contributed by the weakly-bound electron/hole pairs. Recombination of these electron/hole pairs and their 
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reorganizations to form excitons result in the signal decay. In WS2, on the other hand, electrons are excited to the tail of the conduction band, predominantly forming weakly-bound electron/hole pairs. In the heterostructure, both MoS2 and WS2 are excited, and the signal is mainly contributed by the MoS2 excitation. 

Upper panels of Fig. 2.7 (a) display the signal evolutions in MoS2 monolayer (red), WS2 monolayer (blue) as well as MoS2/WS2 heterostructure (green). All the signals quickly reach maximum within fs time scales (50fs for WS2, 120fs for MoS2 and the heterostructure), then decay in ps time scales. The striking observation here is that the signal in the heterostructure is almost doubled comparing to the sum of the signals in each monolayer (Figure 2B and Figure 3), which indicates that during the transfer the intralayer excitons change into the weakly bound intermediates: after the excitation, excitons and weakly-bound electron/hole pairs can both transfer across the heterojunction26,27. Since both the intralayer and interlayer excitons have the binding energies higher than the detection pulse and don't contribute to the signals, the signal intensity in the heterostructure should be almost the same as the sum of those in each monolayer if the transfer went from a localized intralayer exciton to a localized interlayer exciton directly. Enhanced signal intensity therefore suggests the appearance of intermediates with smaller binding energy, and therefore detectable by the probe IR pulse. Since the amount of these intermediates are as many as those weakly bound electron/hole pairs generated by the excitation pluse, the signal is almost doubled.  
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 Note that this signal enhancement observed might also be caused by the absorption change at the interface. However, the absorption of a heterostructure prepared by vertical heteroepitaxial growth is smaller than the sum of the two standalone monolayers due to interlayer interactions.66, 67 Therefore the absorption change can be excluded as the reason. 
The interlayer charge transfer rate, derived from the signal rising edge of the heterostructures (Figure 3), is faster than 50 fs (details are provided in SI). After that, the signal decays very fast. The majority of the signal decays within 800 100 fs±, and a small portion decays slower than 13 2 ps± . The decays are significantly faster than those of the interlayer excitons detected with visible lights26,27. The fast decay dynamics indicate that majority of the intermediates dissipate the extra energy to the environment and form the tightly-bound interlayer excitons within 800 fs, and a small portion of the hot excitons recombines with 13 ps because of defects or phonon-scattering.  
The optical excitation energy centered at 1.95 eV creates both A-excitons (1.95 eV) and weakly-bound electron/hole pairs in WS2, while only weakly-bound electron/hole pairs in MoS2. Similar observations of signal intensity and relaxation dynamics were observed as in the experiments with 1.85 eV excitation (details provided in the supporting information). With a higher excitation energy of 3.10 eV, free carriers instead of excitons are created, and different charge transfer dynamics is observed. 
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2.3.2.2. Free carriers transfer across the interface faster than forming 

intralayer excitons 

When the excitation pulse is tuned to 3.10 eV. The photon energy is much higher than the bandgaps of MoS2 (2.39 eV) and WS2 (2.31 eV)51, 57, which creates free carriers instead of excitons or weakly bound electron/hole pairs68.  
In the standalone monolayer samples, the free carriers reorganize into the excitons, contributing to the fast signal decays50 ( 600 100 fs± in MoS2 monolayer and 1.3 0.2ps±  in WS2 monolayer) observed in Figure 3. The slow portion of the signal decays (~10ps) is attributed to the recombination of the free carriers through other ways, e.g., the carrier-phonon scattering or defect assisted electron-hole recombination69.  
In the heterostructure, both MoS2 and WS2 are excited. More carriers are generated in the WS2 layer than in the MoS2 one (Fig. 2.7). Free carriers rapidly transfer across the interlayer boundary, resulting in a much faster signal decay comparing to that in the standalone WS2 monolayers. The interlayer free charge transfers therefore occur much more rapidly than the formation of intralayer excitons.  
After crossing the interlayer, the free carriers remain within a short period of time. The signal intensity in the heterostructure is therefore approximately the sum 
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of that in the two standalone monolayers (Fig. 2.7). This is different from the observations with excitation energy on resonance with the A-excitons where interlayer charge transfers of excitons produce extra mid-IR absorbers.  

The observed fast signal decay in the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure is repeatable in different areas of the sample with different incident excitation fluences (from 5 μJ/cm2 to 20 μJ/cm2).  
 

 
Figure 2.10 - Excitation-induced absorption change of MoS2/WS2 

heterostructures after the excitation at 400 nm (3.1 eV). a. Temporal 
evolution of the excitation-induced absorption change at 2000 cm-1 (0.25 eV) 
under different incident pump fluences. b. The maximum excitation-induced 
signal (the points) as a function of incident pump fluence, which can be well 

fitted with a linear function (the line). The incident pump fluence used for 3.1 
eV excitation is 10 μJ/cm2, located in the linear signal region. Considering the 

much smaller absorption coefficient at lower energy regions, the incident 
pump fluence used for 1.85 eV or 1.95 eV excitation is 80 μJ/cm2, with photo-
excited carrier densities of the same magnitude as the 3.1eV excitation. In the 
nonlinear region with higher fluences, an abundance of photo-excited carriers 
will be generated, leading to a significant absorption of the detection light. On 
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 29  
one hand, the large change of the absorption usually results in a non-linear 

relationship between the signal intensity and the population of detected 
carriers. On the other hand, the high density of photo-excited carriers can also 

cause other kinds of relaxation pathways via multi-particle interactions, 
leading to different decay time constants. 

Under the excitation conditions, it is possible that biexcitons or other multi-particle species can be generated70. However, from our experiments we don’t know whether biexcitons are generated in our experiments or not, because their binding energy (~50 meV) is lower than our Mid IR probe photon energy. In terms of detection signals in our experiments, they aren’t different from the free carriers or those weakly bound charge complexes. All have binding energy lower than the probe energy, and all contribute to the detected signal. Even if multi-particle species (e.g. biexcitons) exist after the excitation, it cannot change our conclusions of the hot exciton formation. Because no matter in the standalone layers or the heterostructure, multi-particle excitons are generated under such an excitation if such a generation does occur. These multi-particle excitons immediately contribute to our experimental signal because their binding energy (about 50 meV) is lower than the infrared detection photon energy. Even if these excitons evolve into exciton pairs with excess energy through the fission type, they don't contribute extra signal because the excess energy still makes them experimentally undistinguishable from those weakly bound species. Our conclusion of hot excitons comes from the fact that the initial signal (50 fs) of the heterostructure is much larger than the sum of the two standalone mono layers. There is only one possibility responsible for this observation: some species that originally don’t contribute to the experimental signal inside one layer must evolve into species that contribute to the signal in the heterostructure. The only species upon excitation that originally doesn’t contribute to the signal is the tightly bound intralayer exciton because their binding energy is higher than the detection photon energy. The intralayer exciton must evolve into species with low binding energy in order to contribute the extra signal observed. 
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The species with low binding energy can be interlayer hot exciton, intralayer exciton pairs with excess energy, or interlayer exciton pairs with excess energy. The probabilities of forming intralayer and interlayer exciton pairs with excess energy are similar and therefore the signal of the heterostructure should not be much larger than the sum of the two mono layers if only the exciton pairs are generated. The extra signal in the heterostructure must come from some process that cannot occur within a mono layer. That is, the formation of interlayer hot exciton. Specifically, if the biexcitons with low binding energy (~50 meV) are formed in MoS2 or WS2 monolayers under our excitation conditions, it does contribute to the transient absorption signals. However, after the charge transfer, these photo-excited carriers can either form tightly bound interlayer excitons or form some kind of hot interlayer excitons with relatively low binding energy. As a result, the signal intensity can only be decreased or unchanged, assuming that the absorption coefficient of one biexciton is twice of that of one free carrier. Therefore, the observed enhancement of the signal (Fig.3E and Fig.4C) can only be contributed by the conversion of photo-excited intralayer excitons (some of these excitions could be the relaxation results of the biexcitons) to the interlayer charge complexes with relatively low binding energy. If the biexcitons don’t transfer to the other layer, they will simply relax and cause the signal to decay. Either case cannot increase the signal intensity, and therefore doesn’t affect our conclusion that hot interlayer excitons must exist for interlayer charge transfer of intralayer excitons. 

2.4. Time-and-spatial resolved Visible pump/ Visible probe 

spectroscopy 

Determining the binding energy of interlayer excitons Temporal evolutions of 3.10 eV excitation-induced absorption changes of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure with broadband mid-IR detection (0.17-0.36 eV) as well 
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as near IR detection (1.55 eV) were also measured. The signal decay following the interlayer charge transfers is almost unchanged in 0.17-0.36 eV detection region (see Figure S6 in the supporting information), however, it is significantly faster than the recombination rate of interlayer excitons observed with near IR detections (1.55 eV) (Figure 2.11). Experiments with mid-IR detection monitor free carriers and the intermediates with binding energy lower than the detection mid-IR photon energy. Intralayer/interlayer excitons with higher binding energy don’t contribute to the signals. The binding energy of interlayer exciton in the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure has not been previously experimentally determined. Our experiments show that the 1.55 eV near IR photon can excite the interlayer excitons but the 0.36 eV mid IR photon cannot (Figure 2.11), indicating that the binding energy of the interlayer excitons resides between 0.36 eV to 1.55 eV.  
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Figure 2.11 - Temporal evolutions of the 400nm (3.10 eV) excitation-induced 
absorption changes detected at 2910 cm-1 (0.36 eV, red) and 800nm (1.55 eV, 
blue) of the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. Both of two signals are proportional 

to the population of photo-induced carriers that can absorb the detection 
light. Dots are data, and curves are multi-exponential fitting with the 

consideration of IRF. 1.55 eV is larger than the binding energy of interlayer 
exciton and the slow signal decay indicates the long excitonic lifetime.  

Our calculations based on a model from literature40 also suggest that the interlayer binding energy is 0.4~0.6 eV, lower than that (0.5~0.7 eV) of a single layer40, 59, 60.  The calculation is described in the following:

 
Figure 2.12 - (a) A few eigenvalues on the Model Coulomb potential as a 

function of in-plane radius for an electron-hole pair across the MoS2/WS2 van 
der Waals interface. (b) Wave functions of five CT excitons (red/blue: 

positive/negative.) (C) Slab distance dependent exciton binding energy. 

First-principles calculations of monolayer MoS2 and WS2, MoS2/WS2 2D heterostructures system are conducted using DFT methods implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). The projector-augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) for exchange-correlation functional are adopted in our simulations. (Perdew J. P., Burke K., Ernzerhof M. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1996, 77, 3865-3868.) We used a 23×23×4 k-meshes for Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling in the Monkhorst-Pack 
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scheme. (cite: H. J. Monkhorst and J. D. Pack, Phys. Rev. B: Condens. Matter Mater. Phys., 1976, 13, 5188–5192.) Furthermore, van der Waals interactions are taken into account by using the semiempirical DFT-D3 method by Grimme. (cite: Grimme, S.; Antony, J.; Ehrlich, S.; Krieg, H. J. Chem. Phys. 2010, 132, 154104.) The energy cutoff is set to 500 eV for a plane-wave expansion. All atomic coordinates are relaxed until the atomic forces were below 0.001 eV/Å, enforcing a total energy convergence criterion of 1 × 10−7 eV. To avoid spurious interactions with replicas, a vacuum slab larger than 15 Å is added in the z direction.  

    The optimized lattice parameters of monolayer MoS2 and WS2 are a = 3.164 Å and a = 3.169 Å, which is consistent with experimental value (a = 3.15 Å for MoS2 and a = 3.153 Å for WS2). (cite: N. Wakabayashi, H. G. Smith, and R. M. Nicklow, Phys. Rev. B 12, 659 (1975). and W. J. Schutte, J. L. de Boer, and F. Jellinek, J. Solid State Chem. 70, 207 (1987).) Aware of their lattice parameters almost the same, only 0.16% errors, the lattice mismatch between MoS2 and WS2 could be ignored safely. Then, the optimized lattice parameters of MoS2/WS2 heterojunction is a = 3.166 Å, and the thickness between the two layers is 6.213 Å. Furthermore, the in-plane dielectric constant of MoS2/WS2 heterostructures is ε = 10.72, which is average by the calculated in-plane dielectric constant εxx = 15.98 and 5.47 for monolayer MoS2 and WS2, respectively. To obtain the potential experienced by an electron at (ρ, z) due to the presence of a hole at (0, z0), we are using a field method described by Smythe (cite: Ramasubramaniam, A. Phys. Rev. B 2012, 86, 115409.) and extended by Sritharan: (cite: Berkelbach, T. C.; Hybertsen, M. S.; Reichman, D. R. Phys. Rev. B 2013, 88, 045318.) 
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= − 4 ̅ ̅ + 1 ̅ − 1 /− − 2 + 2 +

+ /− + 2 + 2 +
+ 2 ̅ − 1 /− + 2 + 2 + + 1− +  

Equation 2.1  

where = ̅ + 1  and = ̅ − 1 . The electron and hole are assumed to be at the center of the each MoS2 and WS2 monolayer along the z direction with a fixed distance of 6.213 Å which is the thickness of heterojunction. Then, the freedom of motion in the surface normal direction (z) is ignored and the excitonic quasi-particle could be simplified to two dimensions by fixing the electron-hole separation. ( cite: Zhu, X.-Y., Monahan, N. R., Gong, Z., Zhu, H., Williams, K., Nelson, C. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2015, 137, 8313-8320.) Furthermore, the effective mass of the excitonic quasi particle can be obtained from = ∗ + ∗ , where the effective mass of monolayer MoS2 conduction band ∗ = 0.506  and the effective mass of monolayer WS2 valence band ∗ = 0.34 , which  is the free electron mass.  (cite: D. Wickramaratne, F. Zahid, and R. K. Lake, J. Chem. Phys. 2014, 140, 124710.) Based on the finite element method, the SchÖringer equation, incorporated by the effective mass of the excitonic quasi particle and above Coulomb potential, have been solved on a 2×103 Å circle plane. The eigenvalues and selected eigenfunctions achieved from these SchÖringer equation is presented in Fig. Eigen. The 1s CT exciton binding energy is Eex= 0.44 eV, and the corresponding means radius of wave functions is 〈 〉 = 30.5 Å.  
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2.5. Conclusion 

 
Figure 2.13 - Schematic illustration of charge separation processes in an 

atomically thin MoS2/WS2 heterostructure. Processes 1, 2 and 3: After the 
excitation of WS2 (MoS2) A-exciton, the electron (hole) transfers from the CBM 
(VBM) of WS2 (MoS2) monolayer to the conduction (valence) bands just above 

(below) CBM (VBM) of the MoS2 (WS2) monolayer within 50 fs, generating a 
hot interlayer exciton with a relatively long distance. The hot exciton then 

reorganizes and dissipates the excess energy to form the tightly bound 
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interlayer exciton within 800 fs. Processes 1’, 2’ and 3: After the excitation of 
free carriers in WS2 (MoS2) monolayer, the electron (hole) transfers from the 

conduction (valence) band of WS2 (MoS2) monolayer to the conduction 
(valence) bands of the MoS2 (WS2) monolayer within 50 fs, which is much 

faster than the formation of intralayer excitons (0.6ps in MoS2 and 1.3 ps in 
WS2). And then the electron/hole pairs form the tightly bound interlayer 

excitons within 800 fs. 

Our investigation herein suggests that the cross-layer exciton transfer process in the MoS2/WS2 heterostructure includes two major steps: (1) the immediate formation of interlayer hot intermediates following the ~50fs interlayer charge separation, and (2) the relaxation of these weakly bound intermediates to generate tightly-bound excitons within ~800fs. The process is schematically illustrated in fig.5. The experimental observations support one theory recently proposed40 to explain why the charge transfer dynamics in 2D heterostructures is hardly impeded by the momentum mismatch of intra- and inter-layer excitons: the momentum conservation during the charge transfer can be achieved by the formation of a hot, weakly bound intermediate which employs the excess energy through the transfer. The hot exciton then reorganizes and dissipates the excess energy to form the tightly bound interlayer exciton. The excess energy of the hot interlayer exciton can help the electron/hole pair easily dissociate in the built-in potential before they turn into the tightly bound interlayer excitons40. The “semi-free” character of the hot intermediates greatly facilitate the charge separation and photocurrent generation, which is critical for many applications of 2D heterostructures in optoelectronics and photovoltaics. 
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Chapter 3  

Formation and binding energy of 
interlayer-excitons in 
Graphene/MoSe2 VdW 

heterostructures 

3.1. Background 

Atomically thin materials or two dimensional materials(2D materials) has become one of the most interested topic during last decade in material science, physics and chemistry, Especially after the discovery1-3, 6-8 and Nobel prize of graphene71, other 2D materials such as h-BN and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) like MoSe2, WS2, WSe2 and layered oxides has been fabricated4, 5, 9, 10, until recently, mono-layered Phosphorus and silicon has been proven to exist. These materials are hoped to revolute the semiconductor and optoelectronics industry due to their many unique properties. Usage of heterostructures is a leading topic in solid 
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state physics, by connecting two materials with different energy bands, not only profound physical concept like quantum Hall effects can be realized, some of our everyday used electronic products like solid state laser and transistors are based on semiconductor heterostructures. Making heterostructures of 2D materials is easier than that of conventional semiconductors since no lattice matching is needed, by stacking two 2D materials together like Lego27, strong covalent bonds provide in-plane stability and van-der-Waals (vdW) forces keep the heterostructure together well enough. Not only p-n junctions like their conventional counterparts have been realized34, 72 with high on/off ratio and good carrier mobility, some fascinating effects, e.g. graphene on h-BN exhibit high mobility22, graphene/BN/graphene vdW heterostructures made great tunnel diode73 have been explored. Being direct band-gap materials53, TMDs show good potentials in optoelectronics and photovoltaics, vdW heterostructures of graphene-MX2 exhibit some excellent properties, e.g. high on/off ratios are demonstrated in vertical tunneling transistors by graphene-WS228, gate-tunable photocurrent generation in graphene-MoS2-graphene vdW heterostructures29, and Graphene-MoS2 hybrid structures made multifunctional photoresponsive memory devices30, in the vdW heterostructures, there exist effective charge transfer in the heterojunction of graphene/MX2 interfaces which has been proved by quenching of photoluminescence35. Type II vdW heterostructures like MoS2-WS238 and MoS2-MoSe239 heterostructures have been time-resolved studied by ultrafast visible pump/visible probe techniques and charge transfer and forming of interlayer or indirect excitons was observed. 
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3.1.1. Physical process of photo-carriers in graphene 

However, for graphene/TMDs vdW heterostructures the scenario become special, because graphene is not a semiconductor, i.e. it does not have a bandgap, which is subtle: it is like a metal but not a metal, for metal it is known that once contacted to semiconductor, free carriers tend to deplete to metal side and no excitions will form. So, whether interlayer exciton (bonded electron-hole pairs which are spatially separated in different layers) exist is controversial. In the device applications, graphene always act as a transparent electrode74, 75 since it is uniquely weakly absorptive but highly conductive. Especially in 2D semiconductor optoelectronic applications15, 76, 77, graphene is used as a compatible transparent electrode, however these applications deal with photo absorptions in 2D semiconductors, in which exciton effects become crucial factors, whether graphene will introduce effects in the interfaces is often neglected. Researchers tends to hold the ideas that graphene acts like a metal and describe the charge transfer between graphene/TMDs like: photoexcited free carrier transfer from TMD layer to graphene and relax to ground states in graphene without involving indirect excitons78, and ultrafast visible pump visible-probe experiment31 claim to verify the same process. However, the problem of using visible laser as probe is not enough to reveal the whole physical process of charge transfer because interlayer excitons have a lower binding energy which is due to stronger coulomb screening in vdW heterostructures than that in the single atomic layer, and it is believed that the indirect exciton binding energy lies in mid-to-near-infrared regime. So, in this letter we applied a 
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spatial resolved ultrafast visible-to-near IR pump, mid-IR probe spectroscopy (lowering the probing photon energy to mid-infrared range between 0.21 to 0.26 eV) to study the pure carrier dynamics in graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures without the influence of exciton forming and relaxation processes in TMDs. And we tried to probe the dynamics and find the mechanism of charge transfer and possible inter-layer excitons40 in vdW heterostructures. We find that, effective charge transfer occur between the atomically thin graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures, and the formation and decay of interlayer excitons in TMD/Graphene vdW heterostructure was observed for the very first time, interestingly, from the probe photon energy dependent transient absorption signal, we observed that the density of states of the interlayer exciton follows a linear relation respect to energy, which is similar to that in graphene, we name it Dirac interlayer excitons. 

3.1.2. Physical process of free carrier and exciton in MoSe2 

3.2. Sample characterization 
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Figure 3.1 - Optical microscopic image of heterostructures, the magnification 

ratio is 20, the scale bar is 100 μm.  

The sample of monolayer-graphene/monolayer-MoSe2 vdW heterostructure was fabricated by stacking MoSe2 and graphene via wet transfer and annealing method on CaF2 substrate, from the optical microscopic image shown in Fig. 3.2 we can see the MoSe2 flakes keeps intact triangular shape and of high quality, typical dimension flake sizes are 50-100 µm. For comparison, standalone monolayer graphene and monolayer MoSe2 are also prepared on CaF2 substrates. 

 
Figure 3.2 - (a) Raman spectroscopy of graphene, MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 
vdW heterostructure. (b) Photoluminescence of MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 

vdW heterostructure. 

We first use the Raman spectroscopy to characterize the samples, as plot on Fig. 3.2A, the A1g and E12g peaks of MoSe2 match the reported data from monolayer MoSe279, the 2D and G peaks of graphene indicate the single layer, moreover, the 
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Raman spectroscopy of graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructure matches all four peaks in standalone materials, which verify the stacking of the two monolayers. Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a direct and sensitive probe of charge transfer in vdW heterostructures containing MoSe2 since in the case of charge transfer or possible inter-layer excitons formation exists, electrons and holes pairs will less efficiently emit as that in the direct bandgap MoSe2. We perform photoluminescence spectroscopy on MoSe2 flakes and graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures. Fig. 3.2b displays typical photoluminescence spectra for isolated MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructure, it is evident that as a direct band-gap semiconductor material, MoSe2 show strong photoluminescence at 792 nm, which is the A-exciton resonance, however the photoluminescence is efficiently quenched by an order of magnitude in the graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructure, which indicate an effective charge transfer occur at the interface of the heterostructure. 

3.3. Time-and-spatial resolved Visible pump/ near and mid-infrared 

probe spectroscopy 

To directly probe the ultrafast dynamics of the charge transfer process, we measure the transient absorption spectra using a visible and near-infrared (400 nm and 1200 nm) beam as pump and a mid-infrared (mIR) beam (0.21 to 0.26 eV) as probe, using mIR as probe has the advantage of detecting free carrier dynamics directly without the interfere of exciton dynamics compared to visible probe. 
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3.3.1. 3.1eV excitation, mid-IR probe 

The optical (visible and nIR) pump – mIR probe spectroscopy is the same as what is illustrated in Chapter 1, briefly, a tunable femtosecond optical pulse excite the carriers in the sample from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB), another femtosecond ultra-broadband mid-IR pulse with controlled time delays is used to detect the transmission change (ΔT/T). A reflective microscope objective lens is utilized to focus the mIR probe beam onto specific sample area, and at the same time connected to a CMOS camera for observation of sample area. As a result, the spatial resolution is smaller than 40 μm (measured by iris), which is enough to selectively measure the heterostructure areas which is typically 50-100 μm in sizes. And, for consistency in experimental conditions, isolated graphene, isolated MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructure were prepared on one piece of CaF2 substrate.  
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Figure 3.3 - (a) Draft of experimental setup. (b) Time dependent transient 

absorption spectra of isolated graphene, isolated MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 

vdW heterostructure. (c) Normalized time dependent transient absorption 
spectra of isolated graphene, isolated MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 vdW 

heterostructure. (d) Energy band illustration of the process of interlayer 
exciton formation. 

The pump fluence we use in the experiment is 30 μJ cm-2, which is low enough to be in the linear range (non-saturated, no high-order effects involved, confirmed by pump power dependent experiments shown in the following description).  
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Figure 3.4 - (a) Pump-probe signal of graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures 

under pump power of 12μJ cm-2, 30 μJ cm-2and 75μJ cm-2, and inset: power 
dependent signal intensity. (b) Normalized pump-probe signal of the 

graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures under pump power of 12μJ cm-2, 30 μJ 
cm-2and 75μJ cm-2.  

To ensure the 30 μJ cm-2 we used as pump fluence is in linear range, pump power dependent pump probe signal is measured. Fig. 3.4a presents the three pump-probe signals of the graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures, 12μJ cm-2, 30 μJ cm-2and 75μJ cm-2, respectively, probe energy is 250 meV. The inset shows the power dependent signal intensity and represent an R=0.999 linear relationship between pump power, which indicate 30μJ cm-2 is in the linear region, without higher order effects. Furthermore, as Fig. 3.4b shows, the normalized time evolvement or dynamics of sample under three pump power values are indistinguishable, which further verify the linearity. 
Fig. 3.3b, Fig. 3.3c presents the temporal evolution of transient absorption signal from isolated graphene, isolated MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 vdW 
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heterostructure at 400nm(3.1 eV) pump (high enough to excite free carriers in both MoSe2 and graphene) and 260 meV probe energy, from which we can see the following facts: 

The first, the signals are all negative, which is decrease in transmission or increase in absorption of probe mIR photons, and their intensity reach maximum after ultrashort time scale (faster than our instrument time resolution, 100 fs). For isolated graphene, the signal is from the excited state intraband absorption of free carriers80, the fast decay time constant 0.19 ps and slow time constant 1.8 ps represents the free carrier recombination lifetime in graphene. In Addition, all negative signal shows that graphene was p-doped, which is very normal in CVD grow graphene after wet transfer processes, and its twice Fermi level 2|Ef| is greater than any of our probing energy80. However, negative signals in isolated MoSe2 is a bit more complex. Due to the 2D spatial confinement and strong coulomb interaction, rapid recombination of photo-excited carriers will form tightly bound excitons. Since the exciton binding energies in MoSe2 are believed to be much larger than the probe photon energy used in this paper 59, 60, the generated excitons in MoSe2 monolayers respond like a charge neutral insulating gas69, 81, and the exciton binding energy is believed to be larger than our probe photon energy, therefore, the transient absorption signal would decrease to zero as electron-hole pairs forming tightly bound excitons completely. We attribute the fast component 1 ps of the bi-exponential time constant to be associated to the exciton-formation process, while the slow time constant 17 ps reflects the recombination lifetime of photo-excited 
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carriers through other ways, e.g., the carrier-phonon scattering or defect assisted electron-hole recombination. 

The second, for the graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructure, from Fig. 3.3b and Fig. 3.3c we see two astonishing features: One is the magnitude of the signal is larger than the sum of isolated graphene and isolated MoSe2 samples, the other is the decay dynamics is significantly slower than any of the two. While the dynamics change of the heterostructure is a clear evidence of charge transfer in the atomically thin heterojunction associated with the charge transfer process, it will be contradict to the scenario that photoexcited free carriers were transferred from MoSe2 unidirectionally to graphene and recombine to the ground state. Because in one aspect, carrier transfer will not alter the recombination lifetime in graphene, even if most excited carriers in MoSe2 was transferred to graphene, one may argue that the slower time is associated to the transfer time, however this time is even slower than the exciton-forming time in MoSe2, so the dominant pathway for free carrier will be forming excitons instead of transfer, and the time will eventually become close but not slower than that of isolated MoSe2, moreover it will contradicts to the effective bleaching we see in the photoluminescence experiments. In other aspect, ultrafast experiments has proven the charge transfer between 2D materials at a remarkably fast rate below 50 fs31, 38, 39, in which scenario we will see the intensity of signals from vdW heterostructures will be larger than isolated graphene while the decay time constant will be indistinguishable to it. Given the above inference, there have to be another physical phenomenon which slower decay of carrier population involved 
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in the charge transfer process – the interlayer excitons, similar to that of the type II 2D semiconducting vdW heterostructures. Our transient absorption measurements provide direct evidence of efficient charge separation in photoexcited graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures, so we can describe the physical scenario like drafted in Fig.3.3d: electron-hole pair are initially generated in MoSe2 layer, but electrons transfer to graphene layer in split-second, while hole stay in the MoSe2 layer. With such efficient separation of electrons and holes into different layers, strong Coulomb interactions in the vdW heterostructures will lead to bound exciton states, which with electrons and holes in different layers can be close in energy to the intrinsic exciton states confined to only the MoSe2 layer. Such bounded quasi-particle state with electron and holes in different spatial side of the heterojunction, known as charge transfer excitons, or interlayer excitons are similar to those found in both conventional82 and 2D38 type II heterostructures. However as mentioned above, graphene is a special material, which has no bandgap but not simple metal. As a result, the interlayer excitons will be responding differently in our pump-probe experiments than that in the type II heterostructures.  

Next, we will consider the probe dependent pump-probe signals to reveal some interesting properties of this interlayer excitons in graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures. As shown in Fig. 3.5a, the Graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures do not exhibit the same dynamics at different probe energies, and Fig. 3.5b clearly present the trend: the higher probe energy, the slower the decay, while at the same 
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time we found that the decay dynamics, or lifetime do not alter along with probe energy in isolated graphene or MoSe2 flakes, as Fig. 3c and Fig 3d show. 

 
Figure 3.5 - (a) Normalized two-dimensional plot of delay and probe photon 

energy dependent transient absorption spectra from a Graphene/MoSe2 vdW 
heterostructures. (b) Normalized temporal evolution of Graphene/MoSe2 vdW 

heterostructures at 210, 223, 236 and 260 meV probe energy. Inset: energy 
dependent DoS of the interlayer excitons(c) Normalized temporal evolution of 
isolated Graphene vdW heterostructures at 210, 223, 236 and 260 meV probe 

energy. (d) Normalized temporal evolution of isolated MoSe2 vdW 
heterostructures at 210, 223, 236 and 260 meV probe energy. 

So, the dynamics of the Graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures is not the simple summing up of Graphene signal and MoSe2 signal. The physical nature of our 
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pump-probe signal decay dynamics in Graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures is: in one aspect, photoexcited free carriers in graphene recombine along with time evolving, producing one part of signal; in other aspects, the ultrafast formed interlayer excitons in heterojunctions decays. So, the signal we detected comes from two parts: the free carrier lifetime in graphene which is the same as in isolated graphene, plus the lifetime of the interlayer excitons, while the latter was produced by the excited state absorption of the interlayer excitons. And as mentioned in our analysis last paragraph, electrons were transferred from MoSe2 to graphene, and in split seconds, there forms the interlayer excitons which has electrons in graphene while holes in MoSe2. Graphene has a unique linear tapered band structure and DoS (the higher energy the larger density of states), and cause the intrinsic energy levels of the interlayer excitons to be tapered, so the signal contributed by interlayer excitons at lower probe energy will be less at the total dynamics will be closer to isolated graphene, which agree with our experiments. Consider the signal as two way contributions as described above, Further modelling fitting of data shows that, the interlayer exciton lifetime is experimentally determined to be bi-exponential form just like the intrinsic excitons of isolated MoS283 and WS284. The fast and slow component are 0.98 ps and 5.2 ps, which is shorter than that of isolated TMDs (tens of picoseconds38) and in line with the physical nature inside the heterojunction: the contact of graphene weaken the suppression of screening field of the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes in 2D MoSe2, leading to a lower exciton binding energy, thus a shorter lifetime.  
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Furthermore, because the signals are produced by excited state absorption, the intensity is proportional to the particle or quasi particle DoS. From the contribution coefficient, we got from the fitting of probe dependent dynamics, we retrieve the DoS of the interlayer excitons with a near perfect linear fitting as plotted in the inset of Fig.3b. It is very interesting that the DoS of the interlayer excitons are linear, we name it the Dirac interlayer excitons. The origin of such dispersion relation can be attributed to the interaction of the Dirac fermion in Graphene and the band structure of MoSe2.  
However it is also interesting that for the type II MX2 heterostructures, one could not observe the excited state absorption signal from interlayer excitons, as in one of our experiments85, we could only see indistinguishable lifetime of individual TMD layer and vdW heterostructures, that is because unlike graphene’s continuous carrier density of states in all frequencies, TMDs have bandgaps, the transitions below CB is forbidden, so the mIR probe energy is too low to be absorbed by the interlayer excitons to the CB.  
It is worth noting that the charge transfer and interlayer exciton forming is, rather than unidirectional to graphene like some experiments claim31, 78, a dynamic equilibrium process, which means while electrons transferred from MoSe2 to graphene, holes transfer from graphene to MoSe2, but the former is dominant, so the total effect we see is electrons transferred to graphene. To verify this assumption, we use near-IR pulses (1200 nm, 1.03 eV) as excitation and same mIR pulses as probe, the nIR pulse could not excite free carrier in MoSe2 because it is lower than 
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its band gap 1.5 eV, however graphene do not have any band gaps, the 1.03 eV pulses are able to excite electrons in graphene to excited state.  

 
3.3.2. 1eV excitation mid-IR probe 

 
Figure 3.6 - (a) Normalized transient absorption at 1200 nm pump wavelength 

of isolated graphene, isolated MoSe2 and graphene/MoSe2 vdW 
heterostructure. (b) Normalized transient absorption at 1200 nm pump 
wavelength of graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructure at different probe 
photon energy. (c) Normalized transient absorption at 1200 nm pump 
wavelength of isolated graphene at different probe photon energy. (d) 

Illustration of electron transfer from graphene in band diagram 
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As presented in Fig. 3.6a, no signal is detected for isolated MoSe2, it is normal for the 1.03 eV pump energy which is below the bandgap of MoSe2, however, we observe longer lifetime of graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterostructure than isolated graphene layers, which means without injection of electrons from MoSe2, interlayer excitons still forms. And there is less difference in lifetime, meaning the interlayer exciton population is smaller without the charge transfer from MoSe2 layer. As drafted in Fig. 3.6d, the charge transfer process without excitation of MoSe2 is: the 1.03 eV photon produce free electron-hole pairs in graphene, hole in graphene at excited state transfer to MoSe2 in ultrafast time scale, the electrons in graphene and holes in MoSe2 form the interlayer excitons, just like the case of electrons injection from MoSe2 under 3.1 eV photon excitation. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3.6b and Fig. 3.6c, the lifetime of graphene do not alter with probe frequency, while the lifetime of the heterostructure show the same trend under different probe energy – the lower the probe energy, the closer to graphene. 
The ultrafast charge transfer process in atomically thin vdW heterostructures has important applications potentials in future optoelectronics and photovoltaics, owning to their strong optical absorption and excellent electrical transport properties. Our studies show that ultrafast charge transfer and interlayer excitons occur in graphene/TMD heterojunctions, which pave the road of separating electrons and hole for electrical usage. We also verify that, graphene cannot be simply treated as a metal in the van der Waals heterostructure optoelectronic applications, since interlayer excitons tends to form at graphene/MX2 interfaces.  
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3.4. Summary  

In conclusion, for the very first time, we observed the charge separation and interlayer excitons in graphene/MoSe2 vdW heterojunctions via spatially resolved optical-pump/mIR-probe spectroscopy by studying the free carrier dynamics, and we demonstrated that effective charge transfer occur between MoSe2 and graphene, and by probe photon energy dependent dynamics, we find that the DoS of the energy band of the interlayer excitons to exhibit a linear dispersion, similar to the graphene, we call it Dirac interlayer excitons. Our study suggests that graphene can act more than a metal in vdW heterostructures, especially in photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications, we believe the results in this paper will inspire future design and fabrication of next generation devices based on two dimensional materials. 
3.5. Another view of experimental results 

This sub-chapter is partly copied from a manuscript submitted.  

In the last four sub-chapters, we explain a phenomenal theory of understanding the interlayer-exciton states in Graphene/ MoSe2 vdW heterostructures, now by combining ab initio calculations, we can show that, the probe photon dependence can be attributed to the internal band structures of the interlayer excitons. 
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3.5.1. Revisit of transient spectrum of graphene and vdW heterostructures 

under 1.03 eV excitation  
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Figure 3.7 - (a) Waiting time dependent spectra of MoSe2/graphene 

heterostructure excited by 1.03 eV photons. Each contour represents 10% 
intensity change. (b) Waiting time dependent spectra of graphene monolayer 

excited by 1.03 eV photons. (c) Spectra of MoSe2/graphene heterostructure 
and graphene monolayer 16ps after excitation with 1.03 eV photons. The 

curve is a Lorentzian centered at 2185 cm-1 with a width 280 cm-1. (d) 
Calculated interlayer exciton energy levels of MoSe2/graphene 

heterostructure with graphene’s Fermi level at -0.17 eV. (e) Waiting time 
dependent transient IR signals detected at 2185 cm-1 of monolayer graphene, 
MoSe2/graphene heterostructure, and MoSe2 monolayer after excitation with 

1.03 eV photons. Dots are experimental data, and lines are theoretical 
calculations. The signal of MoSe2 which is negligibly small is normalized to the 

maximum intensity of the graphene signal. (f) Calculated waiting time 
dependent of electronic dynamics (navy) for graphene with Fermi level at -

0.17 eV, and interlayer exciton signal (red). Lines are kinetic analyses.   

In ultrafast experiments (fig.3.7b), the sample is excited with 40-femtosecond near infrared and blue pulses at 1200 nm (1.03 eV, below the MoSe2 bandgap ~2.0 eV) and 400 nm (3.1 eV), respectively. The optical density change (proportional to the optical conductivity change) following excitation is monitored with a mid-infrared pulse. Fig.3.7a displays optical density changes of a graphene/MoSe2 heterostructure in the mid IR range 1950 cm-1 ~ 2230 cm-1 following excitation at 1.03 eV. At time zero, the spectrum is flat. With the increase of delay time, the relative intensity in low frequencies drops significantly. Whereas in the monolayer graphene, the spectrum remains flat across the entire detection frequency range (fig.3.7b) and the signal decreases much faster than the heterostructure (fig.3.7e). The spectra at 16 ps (fig.3.7c) reveal the striking difference between heterostructure and graphene: a peak remains in heterostructure while the graphene signal is already zero. This peak last for more 
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than 20ps (fig.3.7e). Furthermore, no signal is observed for MoSe2 monolayer with the 1.03 eV excitation (green dots in fig.3.7e).  

 
Figure 3.8 - Band alignment of the heterostructure. The energy levels CBM, 

Dirac point, Fermi level and VBM are listed on the right in eV. 

The observed differences in signals can be explained by different carrier dynamics triggered in these systems. The excitation photon energy 1.03 eV is lower than the excitonic transition energy (1.59 eV) of MoSe2, and thus negligible electron/hole pairs are generated in the monolayer MoSe2. In the monolayer graphene, the excitation generates 5.2 10  electrons-holes/cm2 with energy separation equally above and below the Dirac point (fig.3.8). Energy rapidly thermalizes among the charge carriers and relaxes through electron/phonon couplings with the transition matrix element86, 87  
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Equation 3.1 

where η is the electron-phonon coupling parameter, phononω   is the phonon angular frequency, and MC is the mass of a carbon atom. The processes cause an electronic temperature change and Fermi-Dirac electronic population redistribution, leading to the optical conductivity change that is determined by both intraband and interband transitions88:  
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Equation 3.2 

where fFD is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, μ is the chemical potential (Fermi energy), and e is the elementary charge. Γ is the broadening of the interband transitions, while τe is the relaxation time due to intraband carrier scattering. Quantitative analyses of the graphene signal according to the equations describe the experimental results very well (fig.3.7e), yielding the Fermi level -0.19 eV, the electron/hole population dynamics, and the temperature dynamics of graphene. Details of analyses are provided in SI. The decay of free electrons/holes in the graphene of heterostructure is extremely fast, with a time constant 120 fs (fig.3.7f, navy).   In the heterostructure, the population redistributions following excitation 
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create holes and electrons in graphene. More holes are at energy below the VBM of MoSe2 than electrons above the CBM of MoSe2 because the graphene Fermi level is closer to the VBM of MoSe2. The charged quasiparticles then transfer between the two layers and overall more holes than electrons transfer from graphene to MoSe2. Oppositely charged quasiparticles on the two layers attract each other and form interlayer excitons. The excitonic 1s-2p transition leads to the appearance of a resonant peak centered at 2185 cm-1 (0.27 eV) with a Lorentzian width of 280 cm-1. The transition energy is very close to the theoretical value 0.267~0.274 eV (fig.3D, calculation details in SI). The interlayer exciton’s lifetime is much longer than the free carriers: at time zero most electrons/holes in the heterostructure are free carriers, while within 1 ps the majority of remaining electron/hole pairs is already interlayer excitons (navy line vs red curve in fig.3F). Kinetic analyses of experimental results normalized with optical cross sections show that the interlayer exciton has a formation time constant 0.49 ± 0.27  with a lifetime 65 ± 20   (red in fig.3.7f, dots-experiments and line-theory. Calculation details are in Chap. 3.6). The results indicate that around 25% (120 fs / 490 fs) of the free carriers photogenerated in graphene transform into interlayer excitons within hundreds of fs. 
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Figure 3.9 - (a) Spectra of MoSe2/graphene heterostructure and graphene 

monolayer 16ps after excitation with 3.1 eV photons in the frequency range 
1280~1380 cm-1 below the excitonic 1s-2p transition frequency. Both signals 

are zero. (b) Spectra of MoSe2/graphene heterostructure, MoSe2, and 
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graphene 16ps after excitation with 3.1 eV photons in the frequency range 

1900~2230 cm-1 covering the excitonic 1s-2p transition frequency. Both 
graphene and MoSe2 spectra are flat, whereas that of heterostructure is a peak 

centered at 2156 cm-1 with a Lorentzian width 278 cm-1 with a much higher 
intensity. (c) Spectra of MoSe2/graphene heterostructure and graphene 

monolayer 16ps after excitation with 3.1 eV photons in the frequency range 
2450~2800 cm-1 above the excitonic 1s-2p transition frequency. The graphene 
signal is zero, and that of the heterostructure is a nonzero line because of the 
transition to higher bound and unbounds states. (d) Waiting time dependent 

normalized transient IR signals detected at 2185 cm-1 of MoSe2/graphene 
heterostructure, MoSe2, and graphene. The dynamics of heterostructure is 

slowest among the three. The initial absolute intensity ratio of the three 
samples is 3.4/1.8/1=heterostructure/graphene/MoSe2. Dots are data, and 

lines are theoretical calculations. (e) The electronic dynamics in graphene of 
heterostructure with 300% excitation flux. Dots are calculations and the line 
is fitting. (f) The interlayer excitonic signal in the heterostructure. Dots are 

experimental data and the line is kinetic calculation. (g) Illustration of 
electron/hole gas transformation in the heterostructure. 

The unexpected formation of interlayer excitons is also observed when the majority of free carriers is from MoSe2. Fig.3.9a-c displays spectra of graphene, MoSe2 and MoSe2/graphene heterostructure detected in three different mid infrared ranges at 16ps after excitation with 3.1 eV photons. In the low frequency range (1280-1380 cm-1), signals of both graphene and heterostructure are zero. Between 1900 cm-1 and 2230 cm-1, the spectrum of graphene is very close to zero whereas the spectrum of the heterostructure is a peak. In the high frequency range (2500 – 2800 cm-1), the signal of graphene remains zero but that of heterostructure is a flat spectrum with an amplitude about 30%~40% of the peak value at 2156 cm-1. Like those following 1.03 eV excitation (fig.3.7c), the peak centered at 2156 cm-1 with a width 278 cm-1 is attributed to the interlayer excitonic transition from 1s to 2p level. 
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Within experimental uncertainty, the peak frequency and width are the same as those excited with 1.03 eV photons. The flat spectrum at higher frequencies corresponds to transitions into higher-energy bound and continuum states89. The insulating nature of the interlayer exciton is apparent from the vanishing optical conductivity at low frequencies (fig.3.9c).  

3.1 eV is higher than the bandgap of MoSe2. In the heterostructure, the photo excitations not only generate free carriers in graphene, but also promote electrons into the unbound continuum of MoSe2. The excited quasiparticles then exchange between the two monolayers and opposite charges attract each other across layers. Because the absorption of MoSe2 (14%) is significantly higher than that of graphene (4.14%) at 3.1 eV, overall the interlayer charge transfers result in higher electronic temperature in graphene. Excluding the free carriers remaining in MoSe2, the effect is around equal to 200% excitation flux increase for graphene monolayer. Our calculations show that the temperature increase with additional 200% flux slows the graphene electronic dynamics for about 30% from 130fs to 170fs. The temperature effect together with the formation of long-lived interlayer excitons causes the dynamics of heterostructure to be significantly slower than the monolayer graphene (fig.3.9d). The heterostructure dynamics is even slower than that of MoSe2 monolayer which only reflects the dynamics of free carriers in MoSe290. Kinetic analyses show that the interlayer exciton formation time constant is 0.51 ± 0.28  with an excitonic lifetime 55 20 ps±  (red in fig.3.9e, dots-experiments and line-theory. Calculation details are in Chap 3.6), indicating about 
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33% of the free carriers photogenerated form interlayer excitons. The exciton dynamics are similar to excitation with 1.03 eV photons. However, because the free carrier dynamics is slower with 3.1 eV excitation, more excitons are generated with 3.1 eV photons.  

The fast formation of MoSe2/graphene interlayer exciton within hundreds of fs is surprising. First, previous theories of exciton formation consider only the extreme dilute limit where independent charge carriers interact with phonons91, 92, predicting much slower ps to hundreds of ps exciton formation dynamics. Furthermore, the existence of interlayer excitons was not expected in a semiconductor/graphene heterostructure where the Fermi level of graphene typically lies between VBM and CBM of the semiconductor layer93, because ultrafast (<50fs) interlayer charge transfers90, 94 would send both electrons and holes into graphene93 where they recombine without the formation of excitons due to graphene’s gapless band structure95, 96. The oversimplified intuitive pictures, however, cannot account for the complex many-body dynamics in real systems and our experiments. Quasiparticles that excitons are composed of cannot be treated separately. In a photo-excited electron/hole gas, ultrafast Coulomb interactions results in fundamentally new properties through pairing and higher order correlations70. Some of these can be intuitively visualized by processes such as a pair of free electron and hole forming an exciton by transferring their energy and momenta to other free carriers or redistributions among pairs through collisions (fig.3.9g). The many-body Coulomb interactions naturally explain the ultrafast 
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formation of interlayer excitons observed in our experiments. Once electrons and holes form excitons, they must overcome the binding energy and momentum mismatch before ionization and transferring to the other layer. The binding energy of interlayer exciton is 0.3 eV, more than one order of magnitude larger than the room temperature thermal energy 0.025 eV, providing a high barrier for the processes. Therefore, the formation of interlayer excitons effectively retains charge separation across the interface of heterostructure by significantly slowing down the otherwise ultrafast interlayer charge transfers.  

3.6. Calculation details of interlayer exciton energy bands 

Exciton 1s-2p transition energy calculations  

3.6.1. Methods 

First-principle calculations in this work are conducted using DFT methods 

implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)97. The projector-

augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the generalized gradient approximation of 

Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) for exchange-correlation functional are adopted in 

our simulations98. In order to study the influence of Fermi level on the electronic 

properties for hole-doped graphene system, we conducted the first-principle investigation 

on the electronic band structures of graphene sheets (NN1 primitive unit cell) doped 

by the Boron atoms (which can effectively modulate the position of Fermi level but 

minimally alter other physical properties of graphene). For Brillouin zone (BZ) 
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integrations, a Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh scheme with 771 are adopted99. 

Meanwhile, for graphene and monolayer MoSe2 system, we use a 991 k-meshes for 

Brillouin zone sampling in the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. In order to simulate the 

graphene/MoSe2 2D heterostructures, we imposes a commensurability condition between 

them, where a 44 supercell of the graphene is used to match a 33 supercell of the 

MoSe2 monolayer. The lateral lattice parameter for the triangular lattice of 

graphene/MoSe2 nanocomposite is set to be a(graphene/MoSe2) = 

(4*a(graphene)+3*a(MoSe2)) = 9.912 Å, in which a(graphene) = 2.468 Å and 

a(MoSe2)=3.317 Å are optimized for isolated graphene and monolayer MoSe2, 

respectively. Since there is only a very small lattice mismatch of ~0.4% between the 

graphene and the MoSe2 monolayers, the approximation used here is reasonable. Boron-

doped graphene/MoSe2 nanocomposite in which one random carbon atom is replaced 

with a boron atom is also used to study the influence of doping on the thickness of 

graphene/MoSe2 heterojunction (along z direction). Since the heterostructure contains one 

graphene and one MoSe2 monolayer, van der Waals (vdW) interactions are taken into 

account by using the semi-empirical DFT-D3 method100. For the pristine as well as the 

boron-doped graphene/MoSe2 heterojunction, a 551 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh is 

used. A cutoff of 500 eV is used for the plane-wave expansion of the wave function to 

converge the relevant quantities. The structure relaxations are carried out until all the 

atomic forces on each ion are less than 0.01 eV/Å, enforcing a total energy convergence 

of 110−7 eV. To avoid spurious interactions with replicas, a vacuum slab larger than 15 

Å is added in the z direction for all system. 
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3.6.2. Results 

As demonstrated in fig.3.10, the Fermi energy levels are adjusted, by boron 

doping, to the valence bands and the whole doping system acts as a p-dopant. Fig.S8(a) 

shows the Fermi energy levels of the doped graphene with different NN primitive cells. 

With the decrease of dopant concentration, the Fermi energy level gradually decreases to 

the experimental value. As the Fermi energy level of boron-doped graphene reaches the 

experimental value (-0.17eV), the primitive cell size is 26.126.1, and the calculated 

effective mass of B-doped system for electron and hole is 0.0116 and 0.0121, 

respectively. (Fig.3.11(a)) 
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Figure 3.10 - Band structure. Electronic band structures of boron-doped 

graphene with different primitive cell. 

 
Figure 3.11 - (a) Fermi energy level of boron-doped graphene with different 

primitive cell. (b) The effective mass of B-doped system for electron and hole transport 

with different primitive cell. As the Fermi energy level is -0.17 eV, the primitive cell size 

is 26.126.1, and the corresponding hole and electron effective mass is 0.0121 and 

0.0116, respectively. 

The optimized thickness between the two layers (C atom - Mo atom) of Boron-doped 

graphene/MoSe2 heterojunction is 5.178Å, which is very close to the value of undoped 

heterojunction (5.183Å), thereby low concentration of boron doping does not alter the 

thickness between the two layers significantly. Furthermore, the in-plane dielectric 

constant of B-doped graphene is almost equal to the value of pristine graphene when the 

primitive cell size is larger than 88. We set the dielectric constant of graphene/MoSe2 

heterojunction as ε = 4.969, which is the average value of the calculated in-plane 
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dielectric constant εxx = 3.651 and 6.287 for graphene and monolayer MoSe2, 

respectively. 

To obtain the potential experienced by an electron at (ρ, z) due to the presence of a 

hole at (0, z0), we use a field method described by Smythe101 and extended by 

Sritharan102:  

= − + ∑ ⁄ + ⁄ +⁄ + ⁄   

Equation 3.3 

where = ̅ + 1  and = ̅ − 1 , K1=K3=1 since the graphene/MoSe2 

heterojunction is approximated as a single dielectric slab sandwiched between vacuum. 

When the electron and hole are at different layers, they are assumed to be at the center of 

the graphene and MoSe2 monolayer along the z direction with a fixed distance of 5.183Å 

which is the thickness of heterojunction. The exciton is then simplified as a two 

dimensional quasi-particle103.  
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Figure 3.12 -  The calculated Electronic band structures of monolayer MoSe2, 

underestimates the band gap by around 0.5 eV.  

When the hole is in graphene and the electron is in the MoSe2 layer, the 

effective mass of exciton can be obtained from = ∗ + ∗, where the effective mass of 

monolayer MoSe2 conduction band ∗ = 0.502  (Fig.3.12) and the effective mass of 

B-doped graphene valence band ∗ = 0.0121 ,  is the free electron mass. Based on 

the finite element method, we then solved the Schrödinger equation on a 2×103 Å circle 

plane, with the effective mass of the excitonic quasi particle and aforementioned 

Coulomb potential. The eigenvalues and selected eigenfunctions calculated are presented 

in Fig.3.13a. The exciton transition energy between 1s and 2p is E1s-2p= 0.274 eV, and the 

means radius of wave functions for 1s CT is 〈 〉 = 45.3 Å. 
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Figure 3.13 - A few eigenvalues are shown on the Model Coulomb potential as 

a function of in-plane radius for an electron-hole pair across the 
graphene/MoSe2 heterojunction van der Waals interface. (a) Hole is in 

graphene and electron is in the MoSe2 monolayer. (b) Hole is in MoSe2 and 
electron is in graphene. Wave functions of several states are also shown. 

(red/blue: positive/negative.) 

When electron is in graphene and hole is in MoSe2, the hole and electron 

effective masses should be the effective masses of the monolayer MoSe2 valence band 

(0.583 ) and B-doped graphene conduction band (0.0116 ), respectively. The 

eigenvalues and selected eigenfunctions are presented in Fig.3.13b. The exciton transition 

energy between 1s and 2p is E1s-2p= 0.267 eV, and the means radius of wave functions for 

1s CT is 〈 〉 = 46.6 Å. There is a 0.007eV difference between the binding energies in 

two conditions. In our experiments, the difference is too small to distinguish. 

Note that the energies are calculated for the Fermi level of -0.17 eV, for Fermi 

level of -0.19 eV, the calculated values are provided at the end of this summery. 

In principle, the exciton 1s-2p transition energy can be estimated by performing the 

quasiparticle GW and Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) calculations. To model the 

experimental condition herein for the boron doped graphene/MoSe2 heterojunction, 

however, the system constructed should contain more than 1200 atoms (the supercell of 

graphene should larger than 2626). On the other hand, to achieve well-converged 

quasiparticle energies, especially when there is transition metal element (Mo) in the 

system, a dense enough (21211) k-gird, a large energy cutoff (~40Ry) and a large 
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number (>10000) of unoccupied states is needed104, 105. The calculation cost is therefore 

far beyond computing resource we can afford. 

 
Figure 3.14 - The exciton transition energy (1s-2p) of graphene/MoSe2 

correlated with effective mass of the excitonic quasi particle. 
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Figure 3.15 - (a) Fermi energy level of boron-doped graphene with different 

primitive cell. (b) The effective mass of B-doped system for electron and hole 
transport with different primitive cell. When the Fermi energy level is -0.19 

eV, the primitive cell size is 19.419.4, and the corresponding hole and 
electron effective mass is 0.0132 and 0.0122, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 3.16 -A few eigenvalues are shown on the Model Coulomb potential as a 

function of in-plane radius for an electron-hole pair across the 
graphene/MoSe2 heterojunction van der Waals interface. (a) Hole is in 

graphene and electron is in MoSe2 monolayer. (b) Hole is in MoSe2 slab and 
electron is in graphene. Several wave functions are also shown. (red/blue: 

positive/negative.) Fermi level -0.19 eV. 

graphene_hole/MoSe2_electron: E1s-2p= 0.287 eV,  〈 〉 = 43.1 Å 

graphene_electron/MoSe2_hole: E1s-2p= 0.276 eV,  〈 〉 = 45.1 Å 
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3.6.3. conclusion  

The transformation of conducting free carriers into insulating interlayer excitons observed in the semiconductor/semimetallic 2D heterostructure reveals the significance of many-body interactions in mediating and thus producing sophisticated and unexpected electronic dynamics and states in the new class of materials and devices. We anticipate that the microspetroscopic IR response uncovered here will enable studies of new non-equilibrium states on atomic interfaces that are critical for future developments and applications of atomically thin devices but cannot be studied with visible optics.      
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Chapter 4 

The interlayer exciton dynamics of 
MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures 
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4.1. MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures 

In Chapter 2, we studied the MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructures, and we prove the existence of interlayer hot-excitons, which is crucial to compensate the carrier momentum difference during their cross-layer transfer. Here raise two questions: whether the interlayer hot-exciton are the coincident for the two materials; and what factors are influencing the interlayer charge transfers. So, in this chapter, we will look into other combinations: MoS2/MoSe2.  

 
Figure 4.1 - (a) Optical microscope image of MoS2/MoSe2 vdW 

heterostructures, the brighter triangles are MoSe2 flakes, the MoS2 monolayer 
is all over the picture, underneath the MoSe2 layer. (b) PL spectrum of MoS2, 

MoSe2 and MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures 

Fig.4.1a shows the prepared MoS2/MoSe2, both individual materials are monolayers, MoS2 is a film all over the field of view, while MoSe2 are some flakes with typical size over 50 µm, the PL spectrum of MoS2/MoSe2 in Fig.4.1b shows 
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significant quenching compared to individual materials MoS2 and MoSe2, which indicate very efficient charge transfer occurs in the heterobilayer.  
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Figure 4.2 - (a) 1.86 eV pump, 0.25 eV probe temporal evolution data of of 

MoS2, MoSe2 and MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures. (b) Normalized 1.86 eV 
pump, 0.25 eV probe temporal evolution data of of MoS2, MoSe2 and 

MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures. (c) 1.57 eV pump, 0.25 eV probe temporal 
evolution data of of MoS2, MoSe2 and MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures. (b) 
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Normalized 1.57 eV pump, 0.25 eV probe temporal evolution data of of MoS2, 

MoSe2 and MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures. (a) 3.10 eV pump, 0.25 eV 
probe temporal evolution data of of MoS2, MoSe2 and MoS2/MoSe2 vdW 

heterostructures. (b) Normalized 3.10 eV pump, 0.25 eV probe temporal 
evolution data of of MoS2, MoSe2 and MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures. 

We use the same visible pump mid-IR probe microspectroscopy to study this system. Here 1.86 eV, 1.57 eV and 3.10 eV were chosen as excitation photon energies. 1.86 eV is closed to the MoS2 A-exciton energy; 1.57 eV is closed to the MoSe2 A-exciton energy which is below the bandgap of MoS2; while 3.10 eV can excite free carrier in both materials.  
First, we analyze the 1.57 eV photon excitation, since it only directly excites excitons in MoSe2, making the physical processes simpler to understand. In Fig.4.2c, the temporal evolution of the three samples are shown, for MoS2, negligible signal was observed, which agrees with what is expected: the 1.57 eV photon cannot excite MoS2; for MoSe2, it is showing a transient absorption signal, which is similar to what we have discussed in the Chapter 2 – the exciton formation time, fitting of data shows this time is 1.0 ps; now we see the signal of MoS2/MoSe2 heterostructure in Fig.4.2d, intensity-wise it is 4.8 times larger than standalone MoSe2, dynamically it is 1.3 ps, 30% slower. Remember in the MoS2/WS2 case, the dynamic of heterostructure is identical to MoS2, the difference raises a doubt that whether MoS2/MoSe2 signal originate from the dissociation of interlayer exciton. To exclude such possibilities, we examine the probe photon energy of the signals in Fig.4.3b, we 
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can see that, under all the probe frequencies, the dynamics are identical, which contradicts with when interlayer excitons are dissociated, like the case in Chapter 3.  

The 4.8 times enhancement in intensity and 30% slowing in dynamic of the heterobilayer signals illustrate a similar interlayer hot-exciton process as in the MoS2/WS2 case. Immediately after electron transfer (in 50 fs) from MoSe2 to MoS2, hot-excitons was produced, after that, in 1.3 ps, hot-excitons become interlayer excitons.  

 
Figure 4.3 - (a) Probe photon energy dependent signal under 3.10 eV 
excitation. (b) Probe photon energy dependent signal under 1.57 eV 

excitation. Legend unit: cm-1 

As for the 1.86 eV excitation shown in Fig 4.2(a) and (b), both MoSe2 (free carriers) and MoS2 (excitons) were photo excited, a 2.8 times enhancement compared to the summation of signal from both layers in the signal from hetero-bilayer of MoSe2/MoS2 was observed, which also show the physical process of hot 
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interlayer excitons after the charge transfer processes. When pump photon energy was increased to 3.1 eV, most of the excited carriers in both MoS2 and MoSe2 are free carriers, which contribute to individual signal, in such case, enhancement of heterostructure signal will be reduced, which is what we observed in Fig 4.2(e), only 1.15 times of summation of individual signals. 

The detected dynamics from heterostructure signal is possibly from the dissociation of interlayer excitons, rather than what we proposed as its formation, in such case, due to the energy level of interlayer excitons, under different probe photon energy, the dynamics will be different. To rule out this possibility, we measure probe frequency dependence of dynamics. As Fig 4.3(a) and (b) show, from 1890 to 2100 cm-1, under 3.1 eV and 1.57 pump, the normalized dynamical signals are identical, which exclude the origination of signal from dissociation of interlayer excitons, that is, no matter individual material or both materials in the heterostructures are excited, the signal indicate the dynamics of interlayer exciton formation. 
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Figure 4.4 – 3.10 eV pump, 1.55 eV probe transient absorption signal 

By increasing the probe photon energy to above the exciton binding energy, exciton dissociation dynamics can be measured. Fig 4.4 shows the 3.10 eV pump, 1.55 eV probe transient absorption signal for MoS2, MoSe2 and the MoS2/MoSe2 heterobilayer, the lifetime of the interlayer exciton in MoS2/MoSe2 heterostructure is 35 ps according to exponential fitting, which is tens of times slower than its formation. The lifetime of MoS2 and MoSe2 exciton is 27 ps and 7 ps, respectively.  
4.2. Dynamic process of MoS2/MoSe2 vdW heterostructures 

In summary, the interlayer charge transfer process in the MoS2/MoSe2 heterostructure undergo two sub processes: the immediate formation of interlayer hot excitons following the ~ 50 fs interlayer charge transfer, and then the relaxation 
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 82  
of hot excitons to generate tightly bound interlayer excitons within ~ 1.3 ps. The process is schematically illustrated in Fig 4. 5. The experimental observations also support the hot exciton theory to explain why the charge transfer dynamics in 2D heterostructures are not influenced by the momentum mismatch of intra- and interlayer excitons: the momentum conservation during the charge transfer can be achieved by the formation of a hot interlayer exciton that employs the excess energy through the transfer. The dynamical process is similar to MoS2/MoSe2 case, but with different time constants. 

 
Figure 4.5 – Illustration of dynamics of MoS2/MoSe2 interlayer exciton 

formation 

4.3. Charge transfer dynamics and Band alignment in vdW 

heterostructures 

It is interesting to know what is the governing factor influencing the speed of interlayer exciton formation, by comparing three systems: MoS2/WS2, MoS2/MoSe2 and MoS2/WSe2, we find that time constant of interlayer exciton formation are quite different, as Fig 4.6 (b), (c) and (d) shows, compared to individual materials, the 
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formation time constant of interlayer excitons of MoS2/WS2, MoS2/MoSe2 and MoS2/WSe2 heterostructures are 0.8 ps, 1.3 ps and 1.0 ps, respectively, we speculate that the crucial determinant factor of charge transfer and interlayer exciton formation is the band alignment of two materials. However, it require extensive theoretical studies which can proposed the mechanism inside the transfer process like anomalous phonon effects106 to reveal the mechanism governing the complex physical processes of charge transfer in 2D VdW heterostructures. 

 
Figure 4.6 – (a) Band alignmentof four single layer TMD materials 57; (b) MoS2,  

WS2 and MoS2/WS2 transient absorption signal; (c) MoS2,  MoSe2 and 
MoS2/MoSe2 transient absorption signal; (d) MoS2,  WSe2 and MoS2/WSe2 

transient absorption signal; all signal are measure under 3.1 eV excitation, 
0.25 eV detection photon energies 
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In conclusion, in this chapter, following the MoS2/WS2 system, we applied our ultrafast vis/IR micro spectroscopies in MoS2/MoSe2 system, the result further confirms the existence of hot interlayer excitons during the charge transfer processes in 2D vdW heterostructures, and the dynamical time scale of the whole process is measured, which shows a slower formation time compared to the MoS2/WS2 system. By comparing the dynamics of three 2D vdW heterostructures, we speculate the key factor determining the charge transfer in 2D vdW heterostructures is the band alignment, which may inspire future theoretical and experimental researches on the mechanism of charger transfer between atomically thin materials. 
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Chapter 5 

Dynamics of plasmonic hot-electron 
injection in MoS(Se)2/Ag(Au) 

Nanoparticles heterostructures 

5.1. Overview 

 In the last few chapters, we discussed TMDs/TMDs (semiconductors), TMDs/graphene (semi-metal), all of them show charger transfer and unexpected interlayer exciton behaviors, there are one more materials we are curious about: metal. However, our experimental methods are optical spectroscopies, bulk metal cannot be excited and do not allow light transmission, so another object: noble metal nano particles (NP) which is surface plasmon (SP) resonant in visible regime. More importantly, the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has long been utilized to improve the quantum efficiency of photocatalysis107, 108, photovoltaics109, 110 and photodetectors111, 112. There are three mechanisms known of such enhancement: 
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light absorption increase, local field enhancement and plasmon induced charge transfer from excited metal113, 114.  The SP concept has been widely applied in traditional semiconductor and quantum dot field, and began to be studied in the 2D materials, i.e. increase of light absorption115, photoluminance115, and photocurrent15, 
116, some people even claim that hot electron injection can induce phase change in 2D TMDs117, all of which face two questions: firstly, whether hot electron transfer actually happen in SP/TMDs heterostructures; secondly, given the hot-electron transfer exists, through what pathway these processes happen. The first question is difficult to answer with electrical and photoluminescence experiments, since these experiments are only able to observe the change of light absorption/emission and photocurrent intensities, which is not able to differentiate from the contribution of local field enhancement. The second is in more need of a dynamics experimental methods.  

 
Fig. 5.1 - (a) Hot-electron directly scatter to the conduction band of Silicon5; 
(b) optical excitation of an electron in the metal directly into the conduction 

band of the semiconductor118; (c) Possible pathway, SP induced hot-electrons 
transfer to the excitonic bands of TMDs. 
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Now we come back to the physical possibilities of SP-TMD charge transfers discussion. Many works using ultrafast spectroscopies119 has shown that, for standalone metal nanostructures, after excitation, via Landau damping, a plasmon decays into a hot electron–hole pair within the metal on time scales of a few to tens of femtoseconds119, and in hundreds of femtoseconds to several picoseconds, the hot-electron energy relax vis electron-electron scattering and electron phonon scattering, which is a pretty fast time scale that the adjacent materials can response, for different systems people proposed different mechanisms of SP induced hot-electron transfer, e.g. hot-electrons produced by Landau damping directly scatter to the conduction band of Silicon5 as illustrated in Fig.5.1(a), and optical excitation of an electron in the metal directly into the conduction band of the semiconductor118 as Fig.5.1(b). However for SP/TMDs, as mentioned in the earlier chapters, exciton binding energy of TMDs are very large(hundreds of meV), and exciton effects are the dominate factors in the optoelectronic properties of TMDs, so we may expect pathways like Fig.5.1(c) shows, SP induced hot-electrons transfer to the excitonic bands of TMDs.  
To solve these puzzles, we designed a series of experiments to reveal the existence and pathway of SP induced hot-electron transfer in metal NP/TMDs systems. We use a scalable method to synthesize four kinds of NP/TMD heterostructures: Au NP/MoS2, Ag NP/MoS2, Au NP/MoSe2, and Ag NP/MoSe2, all the TMDs are monolayers, to simulate the practical scenario10 of real world applications. 
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5.2. Fabrication methods 

The Au/TMDs samples were fabricated in the following ways: TMD monolayers were transferred to CaF2 substrates using standard wet transfer methods as described in the early chapters. And 3nm Au was deposited on top of the TMDs using e-beam evaporator in high vacuum. After that, the sample was annealed under 400℃ for three hours in vacuum to form Au NPs. The Ag/TMDs are fabricated with GLAD methods120 by evaporating silver metal onto TMDs surfaces with critical angles. 
5.3. PL, Raman, SEM and transmission characterization 
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Fig. 5.2 - (a) Optical Image of MoS2 on CaF2 substrate. (b) Optical Image of Au 

NP/MoS2 on CaF2 substrate. (c) Optical Image of Ag NP/MoS2 on CaF2 substrate. 
(d)SEM image of Au NP/MoS2 on CaF2 substrate (e) SEM image of Ag NP/MoS2 

on CaF2 substrate 

Fig.4.2 shows the microscopic images of MoS2 and its heterostructures with Au and Ag NPs on top, in the Fig.5.2 (b) and (c), we see contrast with standalone MoS2 (Fig.5.2 (a)) under white light illumination, in the SEM image of Fig.5.2 (b) and (c) we can clear see that Au and Ag NPs attach to the MoS2 surface, with slightly different profiles from what on the pure substrates. The Au NPs sizing from 5nm to 50 nm in diameter, while the silver is smaller from 5nm to 25 nm, both metal NPs exhibit highly disordered profiles, so SP resonances by particular geometry configurations are not exhibited, and the intrinsic SP resonance frequencies of corresponding metals are expected.   
After observing the samples using microscopies, we carried out Raman and PL spectroscopy measurements, results are plotted on Fig.5.3.  

 
Fig. 5.3 - (a) Raman spectroscopy of Samples. (b) PL of samples. 
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 From Raman spectroscopies in Fig.5.3 (a), Right fingerprint peaks show up for the corresponding materials. Both TMD materials shows Raman enhancement when topped with Au/Ag NPs with various times of larger, the largest enhancement belongs to MoS2/Ag NP, which exhibits ten folds of increasing, and smallest, two fold for MoSe2/Au NP, the enhancements, are signs of local field enhancements and possibly hot-electron injection. 
As for PL, MoS2/ Ag NP shows five folds of enhancing, Au NP offers three times to MoS2; but for MoSe2, less than 2 times was observed for both Ag and Au NPs. The PL enhancement also reveal local field enhancement, however still no clear signs can prove the existence of hot-electron transfer. 
To understand the SP resonance of the nano particles and the interactions with TMDs, we measure the spatially resolved transmission spectra of our samples, using an inverted microscope and a monochromator. The spectra were plotted in Fig. 5.4. And the corresponding mapping in certain peak wavelengths are in Fig. 5.5.  
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Fig. 5.4 -Transmission spectra of TMDs topped with Au/Ag NPs, (a) Au and 

MoS2; (b)Ag and MoS2; (c)Au and MoSe2 (d)Ag and MoSe2 
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Fig. 5.5 -Spectroscopic mapping of four sets of samples, captions are on the 
plots.  (a) MoS2/ Au; (b) MoS2/ Ag; (c) MoSe2/ Au; (d) MoSe2/ Ag. 

Two features are shown on Fig. 5.4, the first is the A and B excitonic absorption peaks are still obviously visible for all the MoS2 and MoSe2, with or without NPs, which indicates that, the exciton effect are still very strong with NPs; secondly, all the SP resonant peak are red-shifted by about 150 nm, indicating a strong SP-exciton interaction. There two factors contribute to these large shifts, one should be the size effect, as in the SEM images we can see the NPs on top of the TMDs are larger than the standalone ones on the substrates, due to different surface 
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condition when they formed under heating, however we cannot reproduce exactly the same standalone NPs without TMDs, we can only estimate the plasmon resonance based on the spectra with TMDs, the other factors are coupling and plasmon damping effects, which are also signs of strong interactions 

5.4. Vis/mIR ultrafast spectroscopies 

 
Fig. 5.6 -Waiting time dependent visible pump/mid-IR probe spectroscopies. 

(a) MoS2 and MoS2 topped with Au and Ag NP. (b) Normalized and fitting of 
MoS2 and MoS2 topped with Au and Ag NP. (c) MoSe2 and MoSe2 topped with 

Au and Ag NP. (d) Normalized and fitting of MoSe2 and MoSe2 topped with Au 
and Ag NP. 
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To reveal the dynamical process in photoexcited metal NP/TMDs, we first use visible pump/ mid-IR probe spectroscopies to study four systems, and control groups of standalone MoS2 and MoSe2. As described in the previous chapters, the probe photon energy is smaller than the exciton binding energy of monolayer MoS2 and MoSe2, so the waiting time dependence signals reflect the dynamics befor exciton formations. The pump photon energy is chosen to be 3.1 eV, which excite not only the SP in metal NPs, but also free carriers in TMDs. This pump energy simulates the real-world scenario of SP enhanced TMD applications. For the probe photon energy, we choose 0.25 eV, which is well below the exciton binding energy, as described in the early chapters, to probe the exciton formation processes. From Fig.5.6 (a) and (c), we can see that no matter MoS2 or MoSe2 with metal NPs, the signal intensities were enhanced by 1.5 to 3 times, Ag produce larger enhancement for the both TMDs, 3 times for MoS2 and 2.5 times for MoSe2; while Au give 2 and 1.7 times to MoS2 and MoSe2 respectively. The signal intensity increase, again verified the existence of local field enhancement, and agree with the resonance wavelength, Ag NPs resonant around 450 nm, so they can offer larger enhancement of the local field and optical absorption of 3.1 eV pump photon. 
Next, we examine the dynamics, the normalized waiting time dependent dynamics are plotted in Fig.5.6 (b) and (d). We were surprised to find that, no matter MoS2 and MoSe2, the dynamics remain identical when topped with Au or Ag NPs, for the four systems, an exponential fitting shows that the exciton formation time scale for MoS2 with or without NPs are 0.6 ps while MoSe2 are 1.1 ps. These 
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unexpected results reveal one fact: SP induced hot-electron transfer do not happen before the excitons are formed for both TMDs.  

Because hot-electrons are produced in a much faster time scale (tens of fs) than exciton formation in TMDs (hundreds of fs), if charge transfer happen during exciton formation, the dynamics will absolutely change, however we observed no change of dynamics during the whole period for both TMDs.  

 
Fig 5.7 -Two excluded pathways of hot-electron injection. (a) Injection directly 

to semicondutor conduction band; (b) SPs produce electrons in the CB of 
semiconductors  

So, we can exclude the two hot-electron transfer pathways which Fig 5.7 shows. Up to this point, can this prove hot-electron injection never happen? Not really. To further explore the existence of hot-electron transfer, we raise the probe photon energy to near-IR (nIR) to study the process after exciton formations. 
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5.5. Vis/nIR ultrafast spectroscopies 

 
Fig. 5.8 - Temporal evolutions of visible pump/near-IR probe spectroscopies. 

(a) MoS2 and MoS2 topped with Au and Ag NP. (b) Normalized and fitting of 
MoS2 and MoS2 topped with Au and Ag NP.  

To further reveal the hot-electron transfer dynamics in metal NP/TMDs systems, we tuned the probe photon energy to near-IR, 1.53 eV, which is larger than the exciton binding energy of TMDs while smaller than the band gap. The dynamic mainly represents the exciton lifetime.  
The signal of standalone MoS2 is plotted in blue in F.5.8(a), the MoS2 exhibit pure excited state absorption, which indicate a excitonic lifetime of a few ps, however when topped with metal NPs, two features emerge: 1. A negative bleach 

signal show up in the very early waiting time; 2. The exponential decay time constant become much longer. The bleach signal is from the electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering of SPs119, to prove the bleach signal is related to hot-
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electron transfer from SPs to TMDs while not produced by standalone SPs, we did pump fluence dependent experiments for every TMD and NP pairs, as Fig.5.9 shows. According to Hartland et. al. 119, for standalone noble metal nanoparticles, the life time of transient bleach is pump fluence dependent, of which increase linearly with pump fluence increasing. So, to verify whether the bleach signals we measured in our systems are related to standalone noble metal nanoparticles or hot-electron injection to TMDs, we can dynamically fit our data considering the Instrument Response Function (IRF), using the methods in Chapter 1. 

 

 
Fig. 5.9 - Fluence dependent pump probe traces of MoS2, MoSe2 / Au, Ag NPs, 

captions are on every plot.  
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We consider pump pulse temporal profile as ~100 fs, single exponential time constant of bleach (negative signal), and a double exponential exciton lifetime (positive signal).  

 
Fig. 5.10 - Dynamic fitting of data considering IRF, bleach and exciton lifetime. 
(a) MoS2 / Au NP. (b) MoS2 / Ag NP. (c) Plot of pump fluence versus bleach time 

constant for MoS2 / Au(Ag) NP.  (d) Plot of pump fluence versus bleach time 
constant for MoSe2 / Au(Ag) NP. 

From Fig.5.10, The above model can reproduce the experimental data very well, no matter the bleach (see inset of (a) and (b)) or the lifetime. We plot the pump 
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fluence versus bleach time constant for MoS2 and MoSe2 in Fig.5.10 (c) and (d), (c) shows the bleach time constant for MoS2 with Au and Ag NPs to be 0.6±0.1 ps and 0.5±0.1 ps; while 1.5±0.2 ps for MoSe2 with Au and Ag NPs. According to Hartland et. al. 119, for standalone metal NPs, the bleach time slowed by 5 times when pump power increase by 8 times, however in our experiments, we increase the pump fluence by 8 times from 15 μJ/cm2 to 120 μJ/cm2, but no obvious bleach time constant increase were observed. From this point, we can infer that the bleach signal was produced by hot-electron injection instead of standalone decay of SP induced hot-electrons. Interestingly the bleach time constant for MoS2 and MoSe2 with different metal NPs are closed to their exciton formation time, respectively. In the meantime, the exciton lifetime become longer with metal NPs for both TMDs, so we can put the whole physical process of hot-electron injection described as shown in Fig.5.11.  
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Fig. 5.11 -Physical processes of hot electron injection to TMDs. (a) Hot-

electron and TMDs dynamics without interactions. (b) Hot-electron injection 
to TMDs dynamics with interactions. 
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The dynamical process of SP induced hot-electron can be described as Fig.5.11(a) top illustrates: first after photo-excitation, SP was generated instantly, in ~10 fs, via Landau damping, SP decay into hot electrons, after that, the hot-electrons relax through electron-electron scattering and electron-phonon scattering in ~1ps and several ps time. While like the bottom of Fig.5.11(a) shows, the 2D-TMD was first excited by laser and electrons was made, in ~1ps, these electron-hole pairs were bind into excitons, and excitons will experience dissociation in a few ps.  
When the Metal NPs were attached onto the TMDs, the physical processes can be described in the following as depicted in Fig. 5.11 (b), take MoS2 as an example, initially, by photo-excitation, almost instantly, in less than 10 fs, hot-electrons in NPs and electron-hole pair in MoS2 were produced, in ~0.6 ps, e-h pairs form excitons, however during this period, the hot-electrons do not decay along their internal e-e and e-p processes, instead, the hot-electrons transfer to MoS2 atomic layer during this period, for which there are two reasons: one is the strong 

damping of SPs when NPs were attached to the MoS2, as we see in the static transmission measurements; another is the exciton formation process of MoS2 is faster than the e-e and e-p decay time, so the transfer pathway dominates. After hot-electron transfer, one exciton in MoS2 become bounded exciton with extra electron from the metal NP side, such bounded excitons, similar to trions121 which have longer lifetime, and the lengthen of lifetime was indeed observed in our experiments. 
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5.6. Conclusion 

By combining visible pump, mid-IR and near-IR probe micro-spectroscopies, we observe the SP induced hot-electron transfer universally in metal NP/TMD heterostructures and reveal the pathway: hot-electrons transfer to excitons and form bounded excitons, thus longer lifetime. Our results have answered the long unsolved mystery experimentally: whether and when hot-electron will transfer to 2D materials, and what kind of states will be made after this transfer. Our findings explain the origins of strong light-matter interaction of SP structures and 2D materials and will provide useful guidance for enhancing the performance of 2D materials based photodetection122, photoemission123 and photovoltaic124 devices.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and prospect 

6.1. Conclusion  

In the last five chapters, charge transfer dynamics of several types of vdW heterostructures including TMDs/ TMDs, TMDs/ Graphene and TMDs/plasmonics nano particles was studied experimentally with ultrafast micro-spectroscopies, all systems show remarkable and distinct charge transfer dynamics. In MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructures, charge transfer and exciton formation process includes two major steps:  at first, interlayer hot intermediates immediately form following the very fast interlayer charge separation (within tens of ps), and such weakly bound intermediates relax to generate tightly-bound interlayer excitons within less than 1ps. The experimental observations explain why the charge transfer dynamics in 2D heterostructures is so efficient and hardly impeded by the momentum mismatch of intra- and inter-layer excitons: the momentum conservation during the charge 
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transfer can be achieved by the formation of a hot, weakly bound intermediate which employs the excess energy through the transfer. In MoSe2/ Graphene vdW heterostructures, an unexpected semiconductor/semi-metal interlayer exciton is observed experimentally and explained by rigorous ab initio calculation and theories, of which binding energy is measured. And in MoS2/MoSe2 system, the experiment observation further confirms the existence of hot interlayer excitons during the charge transfer processes in MoS2/MoSe2 2D vdW heterostructures, which shows a slower formation time compared to the MoS2/WS2 system, by comparing the dynamics of three 2D vdW heterostructures MoS2/WS2, MoS2/MoSe2 and MoS2/WSe2 we speculate the key factor determining the charge transfer dynamics in 2D vdW heterostructures is the band alignment. In addition, by studying hot-electron injection pathways in Au(Ag)NP /MoS(Se)2, we find that, the hot-electron generated by the SP of metal nanoparticles can effectively transfer to the 2D semiconductors, after the excitons were formed, and extend the exciton lifetime by charging the excitons.  

The contents in this thesis cover a wide range of 2D materials based vdW heterostructures, studied by home-built unique spatial-and-time resolved femtosecond ultrafast visible/infrared spectroscopies. We believe that, understanding the ultrafast dynamics of charge transfer and exciton formation/relaxation will benefit the rapidly emerged novel applications15, 23, 29-33 of 2D materials and their vdW heterostructures by revealing the underlying physical 
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mechanism. However, there are many more aspects that can be studied in the future, we have following a prospect for future research. 

6.2. Prospects for future research 

In the end of the thesis, two aspects of prospect will be proposed, one is that more systems can be studied, another is that more tools can be developed.  
In the thesis, TMDs/ TMDs, TMDs/ Graphene and TMDs/plasmonics systems are studied. For TMDs/ TMDs, at the end we presumed that the charge transfer and excitonic properties is related to band alignments of the two layers of materials, but the story needs to be continued, more combinations of materials should be studied, and rigorous theories should be proposed to find out the ultimate determinant factors of charge transfers between atomic layer materials. And in the real-world applications, vdW heterostructures containing multiple layers of materials is often used, every material play its own role, either photon absorber, charge separator or barrier, so studying multi-layer vdW heterostructures will potentially benefit the practical applications. For surface plasmonic related topics, our studies are based on scalable samples, however, to retrieve the fundamental message of hot-electron injection, the metallic SP structures should be precisely designed to match the excitation/detection wavelength, excitonic band and the permittivity of materials and many more, by combining full-wave numerical simulations and fabricated in a controlled manner, like lithography.  
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We have developed and built spatial-and-time resolved femtosecond ultrafast visible/infrared spectroscopies to study 2D materials and their vdW heterostructures, however, there are still limitations of our spatial resolution, hindering us to study scenarios like charge transfer in lateral interfaces, and frequency resolution, for studying the related trions and bi-excitons behaviors. Considering our probe light as mid-infrared, the spatial resolution is limited to a few microns, to increase the spatial resolution, we have to overcome the diffraction limit, applying methods such as tip-enhance infrared spectroscopies125 and dark-field126 spectroscopies will be reasonable choices. To increase frequency resolutions, 2D coherent spectroscopies127 can be applied.  
In the very end, I wish in future, scientists can demonstrate more and more novel fundamental physics and mechanisms for applications using rapidly developing spectroscopic means.
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